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11.04.1 Introduction to the Electrical Properties
of Near-Surface Rocks

11.04.1.1 Importance

The electrical properties of near-surface geomaterials have been

hugely important in the development of many modern well-

developed countries, and will play a leading role in the further

development of those less well-developed countries which are

currently emerging as possible future economic powers. The

effect is, of course, most obvious in the exploitation of hydrocar-

bon resources, where Archie’s laws have been at the heart of oil

and gas reserves calculations for every field that has been pro-

duced since their inception (Archie, 1942). This amounts to

more than 1.5 trillion barrels of oil and 7.5 trillion cubic feet of

gas (Bentley, 2002). These resources have driven the global econ-

omy of the last 50 years (Glover, 2009; Speight, 2011). The

impact of oil and gas is overwhelming. According to the Interna-

tional Energy Agency’s Energy Balance data, hydrocarbons heat

the majority of all we heat, transport most of that that is

transported, and make a significant proportion of our manufac-

tured goods. Modern health, for example, would be impossible

without the sterile plastic consumables upon which it depends.

However, it would be a mistake to consider the role of

electrical conduction in near-surface materials to be confined

to the oil and gas industry. There are significant applications in

mining (e.g., Friedrichs et al., 1999); soil remediation (e.g.,

Pearce and Zuluaga, 2004; Rojo et al., 2014); wastemanagement

(domestic, industrial, toxic, and radioactive) (e.g., Lesparre et al.,

2013); civil engineering, where the artificial rock concrete is a

major factor in the development of our modern landscape (e.g.,

Susanto et al., 2013; Weiss et al., 2013); treatment of natural

hazards including rock and mud slides (e.g., Jackson et al.,

2002); and earthquakes and volcanic activity (e.g., Di Maio

and Patella, 1991, 1994; Fujinawa et al., 1992; Mizutani et al.,

1976; Revil et al., 2002, 2010).

In a more academic sphere, the applications of the concepts

described in this chapter are used for understanding the conti-

nental crust (e.g., Glover, 1996; Glover and Adám, 2008;

Glover and Vine, 1992, 1995; Glover et al., 2000b; Yang,

2011) and oceanic crust (e.g., Baba, 2005; Gung et al., 2003;

Key et al., 2013; Yoshino et al., 2008); the triggering of natural

and synthetic earthquakes (e.g., Chelidze et al., 2003; Cyr et al.,

2010); volcanic activity monitoring (e.g., Revil et al., 2010);

the properties of lunar (e.g., Li et al., 2005), Martian (e.g.,

Carter et al., 2009), and asteroidal (e.g., Wittmann et al.,

1999) materials; and soil science (e.g., Robinson et al., 2003;

Peplinski et al., 1995). Counterintuitively, perhaps, some of

the electrical conductivity models have been applied in fields

as varied as catalysis research (e.g., Zhang and Catchmark,

2011) and food engineering (e.g., Jha et al., 2011; Jindal

et al., 2013). Certain concepts such as cation-exchange capac-

ities (CECs) even find themselves useful in farming and gar-

dening (e.g., Banton et al., 1997; Green, 1997; Oliver et al.,

2013). Electrical measurements are also used by archaeome-

trists to search for buried archaeological remains (e.g., Gaffney,

2008; Glover, 2010a), as well as in the study and conservation

of items of cultural heritage (e.g., Maurı́cio et al., 2005; Sass

and Viles, 2010; Zhao et al., 2012).

11.04.1.2 Scope

The electrical properties of rocks describe how charge is trans-

ported through them. The transport of charges may be in

response to a steady-state or time-varying electric field, giving

rise to a steady-state resistivity and conductivity or a complex
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impedance or admittance. In each case, the charge carriers may

be electrons or ions.

Electrons are the charge carriers that mediate conduction in

metals and semiconductors. It is the conduction mechanism

when conduction takes place in minerals at high temperatures

and pressures and falls outside the scope of this volume (please

see Chapter 2.25).

Ions are the charge carriers that mediate conduction in

pore fluids, in the electrical double layer that exists at the

mineral/pore fluid interface, and in melts. All three situations

are common in near-surface rocks and are considered in detail

in this chapter. In the steady state, we consider the electrical

resistivity and conductivity, but use complex impedance and

admittance when discussing the frequency-dependent conduc-

tion, each of which is composed of an in-phase resistivity or

conductivity and an out-of-phase or quadrature resistivity or

conductivity.

There may be net transport of ionic charges in the absence

of an electric field. For example, preferential advection of pos-

itive and negative ions may take place due to the flow of fluids.

The preferential advection then causes a separation of charge

that results in a current source. The streaming potential is the

electric field associated with that current source. This creation

of an electric potential in response to a fluid flow in the

absence of an external applied electric field is an example of

an electrokinetic process. Electrokinetic processes are described

towards the end of this chapter.

11.04.1.3 Objectives

This chapter has the following objectives:

• To describe the fundamental physics that underlies the

steady-state conduction of electric currents in geomaterials

including conduction mechanisms.

• To examine the electrical properties of the various materials

that contribute to the electrical properties of geomaterials.

• To review briefly the range of resistivity and conductivity

values found in common geomaterials.

• To introduce Archie’s laws in detail, noting their important

and wide-ranging academic and industrial applications in

understanding near-surface geomaterials.

• To examine theoretical and empirical models for steady-

state conduction in geomaterials including those for par-

tially saturated and shaley rocks.

• To examine the origins, role, and implications of surface

conduction in geomaterials and to review briefly some

applications for clean and shaley geomaterials.

• To describe the measurement, modeling, and range of

frequency-dependent conduction in geomaterials, includ-

ing a review of the dispersion processes that control the

overall dielectric properties of the geomaterial, measure-

ment, and modeling, together with the range of dielectric

properties of geomaterials and the materials that compose

them.

• To describe the electrokinetic processes that couple the

electrical properties of rocks to fluid flowing through

them and the main parameters that affect the electrokinetic

coupling.

• To describe the measurement and modeling of these

electrokinetic properties both in the steady state and as a

function of frequency.

11.04.1.4 Structure of the Chapter

This chapter is in six parts. Section 11.04.1 serves as a short

general introduction. Section 11.04.2 describes steady-state

electrical properties, starting with Ohm’s law, discussing the

properties that affect the electrical properties of rocks, introduc-

ing Archie’s laws, and examining the range of electrical proper-

ties encountered in rocks and minerals in the natural world.

There are many mixing models that aim to provide the

conductivity or resistivity of a geomaterial once the conductiv-

ity or resistivity of its components and their volume fractions

are known. Section 11.04.3 examines mixing models in detail,

making a distinction between geometric arrangements of

phases and those that invoke parameters to describe the con-

nectedness of each phase.

Section 11.04.4 examines surface conduction in detail,

introducing the electrical double layer and describing the

basic theory of surface conduction and its applications to

clean and clay-containing geomaterials.

Steady-state conduction is a special case of conduction

where the electric potential and current remain constant with

time. In general, this is not so. Electromagnetic fields may vary

harmonically at a given frequency or transiently.

Section 11.04.5 describes frequency-dependent conduction

in geomaterials, starting with an understanding of the dielec-

tric properties of geomaterials and how they provoke polariza-

tion mechanisms within geomaterials and how conduction

and displacement currents contribute to the overall complex

electrical properties of the geomaterial. Mixing models, theo-

retical modeling, and measurement (impedance spectroscopy)

of the complex electrical properties of geomaterials are also

considered before examining the range of dielectric properties

of geofluids and geomaterials.

If a porous medium has an electrical double layer at the

fluid–matrix interface, it develops a finite surface conduction.

When fluid flows in such a medium, there is an electrokinetic

coupling that generates an electrical streaming potential.

Section 11.04.6 examines the origin, properties,

measurement, and modeling of the electrokinetic properties

of geomaterials.

Finally, Section 11.04.7 provides a brief summary.

11.04.2 Steady-State Electrical Properties

11.04.2.1 Basic Physical Relationships

11.04.2.1.1 Ohm’s law
Ohm’s law is the fundamental physical law that relates the

current flowing through a material to the difference in poten-

tial across it.

The law states that in an electrical circuit, the current (I, in

A) passing through a conductor between two points is directly

proportional to the difference in electric potential (V, in V)

between the two points and inversely proportional to the

resistance of the material (R, in O) between the two points:
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I¼V

R
[1]

The potential difference represents the electric force that

causes a flow of charge carriers that forms the current. The

resistance is that property of the material which resists the

flow of the charge carriers, and limits current density propor-

tionally to the electric potential difference.

11.04.2.1.2 Ohm’s law in a continuous medium
At any point in a continuous medium, Ohm’s law can be

written as

J
!¼ s E

!
[2]

where J
!
is the current density, in A m�2; s is the conductivity

of the material, in S m�1; and E
!
is the electric field, in V m�1.

The conductivity, s, is usually a scalar function that may

vary with angular frequency, but can be a nonlinear tensor

function of temperature, pressure, and deformation as well as

being a tensor due to anisotropy.

If the material moves with a velocity v
!
, relative to a mag-

netic field B
!
, the current density is augmented by a contribu-

tion that is induced in the material by the magnetic field:

J
!¼ s E

!
+ v

!� B
!� �

[3]

This relationship is not developed in the remainder of

this chapter, but is an important starting point for understand-

ing geophysical techniques such as magnetotellurics.

11.04.2.1.3 Resistance and resistivity
The resistance (R) is the ability of a material to impede the

passage of an electric current. It is measured in ohms (O). The
resistance depends upon the size and shape of the material in

which the current flows. Doubling the distance through which

the current flows doubles the resistance, while doubling the

cross-sectional area of material perpendicular to flow halves

the resistance. Hence, resistance is partly due to some intrinsic

property of the material and partly due to the geometry of the

material relative to the two points between which the current

flows and the electric potential is applied.

The resistivity (r) describes only the intrinsic resistive prop-
erties of the material to the flow of charge carriers and is not

affected by the geometry of the sample. It corresponds to the

resistance of a sample 1 m long with a constant cross-sectional

area for current flow that is 1 m2. Resistivity has units of ohm

meters (Om).

For a continuous current that passes through a homoge-

neous and isotropic material with a length L and a cross-

sectional area A, the resistance and resistivity are related by

r¼R
A

L
[4]

We can define the resistivity of a material as

r¼ E
!

J
! [5]

where E
!

is the magnitude of the electric field applied to the

material (in V m�1) and J
!

is the magnitude of the current

density that results (in A m�2).

Resistivity depends on temperature. As a general rule, the

resistivity of a metal increases with temperature, while that of a

semiconductor decreases with temperature. The resistance of

minerals at high temperatures is beyond the scope of this chap-

ter (see Chapter 2.25). The resistivity of aqueous fluids, which

occupy the pores of near-surface rocks and form one of themain

conduction pathways in such rocks, decreases with increasing

temperature at about 4% per °C at low temperatures (around

5 °C), at about 2% per °C at room temperatures, and at about

1% per °C as the temperature approaches 100 °C (Sen and

Goode, 1992a,b). This is a significant sensitivity to temperature

and implies that all electrical measurements should bemade at a

stable temperature, and care is taken comparing measurements

made at different temperatures. Conversely, some field applica-

tions use resistivity to infer the in situ temperature, for example,

some geothermal applications and the monitoring of ground-

water-surface water exchange.

Figure 1 shows the electrical resistivity of several types of

Earth material. It is worth noting that the range of measured

resistivities is extremely large from 10�7Om for copper to

1018Om for diamond (Pierson, 2004). However, electrical

resistivity measurements may be made in the laboratory with

a precision of several decimal places. Hence, electrical
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Figure 1 Electrical resistivity of several geomaterials (compiled from
Guéguen and Palciauskas, 1994; Sch€on, 2004; Keller, 1989).
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properties offer a very precise way of differentiating geo-

materials and can be used to develop probes, which are highly

sensitive to changes in rock structure and composition. How-

ever, many geomaterials have a large natural range of electrical

properties that arise from their natural heterogeneity and

anisotropy. When this is the case, even highly sensitive electri-

cal techniques cannot differentiate between them.

Electrical measurements have the additional advantage in

that they can often be made remotely. A small-scale example is

the electrical induction downhole tool, which can be used to

measure the conductivity of a formation even though the well

is filled with an insulating oil-based mud. A large-scale exam-

ple would be the magnetotelluric method that allows the con-

ductance of layers deep in the Earth to be measured. In both

cases, a current is induced in thematerial that is to be measured

using an electromagnetic field. The current that flows induces a

secondary field, which itself can be measured in order to

obtain the resistance of the remote material.

11.04.2.1.4 Conductance and conductivity
Conductance (Gc), which is expressed in siemens (S), is the

inverse of resistance (R). Hence (Guéguen and Palciauskas,

1994),

Gc ¼ 1

R
[6]

Conductance represents the ability of a material to let

charges flow through it freely.

Conductivity (s) is, therefore, the inverse of resistivity:

s¼ J
!

E
! [7]

where J
!

is the current density that flows in the material, in

A m�2, and E
!

is the electric field, in V m�1. Conductivity is

expressed in siemens per meter (S m�1).

11.04.2.1.5 Conductivity and charge carriers
Consider charge carrier i with a charge Zie, where Zi is the

valency of the charge carrier and e�1.6022�10�19C is the

elementary charge (Lide, 2012). If the charge carrier is in an

electric field E
!
, the force on the charge carrier is Zie E

!
. In a steady

state, the force results in a uniform charge carrier velocity:

v
!¼ mi E

!
[8]

where mi is the mobility of the charge carrier, in m2 V�1 s�1, and

is dependent upon its type, the medium, and temperature.

Since the electric current density is the charge that crosses a

unit surface area per second and ni is the number of charge

carriers of type i per unit volume,

J
!¼ niZie v

!
[9]

Combining [7] to [9] gives an expression for conductivity as

si ¼ niZiemi [10]

The conductivity is directly proportional to (i) the number

of charge carriers per unit volume, (ii) the charge that each

carries, and (iii) the mobility of the charge carriers. This basic

statement is true for electronic conduction in solids; ionic

conduction in solids, aqueous fluids, and melts; and for ionic

conduction within the electrical double layer at the mineral/

fluid interface.

11.04.2.1.6 Electronic conduction
All materials contain electrons. However, not all electrons are

mobile. In solids, electrons have well-defined energy states that

form bands. These bands are separated by disallowed energy

states. Electrons may be mobile if they occupy a partially filled

band of energy states. Then, externally applied energy, for

example, from the ambient temperature (¼kbT ) or an exter-

nally applied electric field (¼ e E
!
), can promote an electron to a

higher energy, which is reflected in its kinetic energy (i.e., its

motion).

Good conductors such as metals have a partially filled

energy band, and the addition of externally applied energy

results in the motion of electrons in this ‘conduction’ band

(Poirier, 2000). By contrast, insulators have a full energy band

so no externally supplied energy can be gained by electrons,

and consequently, electrons cannot move. Moreover, the dis-

allowed energy states that exist between the full band and the

next, empty, conduction band is so large that electrons cannot

be promoted to it and hence cannot gain kinetic energy of

movement (Poirier, 2000).

For semiconductors, the energy band is also full. However,

the energy gap between it and the next allowed energy band is

small and electrons may be promoted into the higher-energy

conduction band (Poirier, 2000). At a given temperature T, a

number ne of electrons can be promoted (excited thermally)

into the conduction band according to

ne � exp � Eg
kbT

� �
[11]

where Eg is the width of the energy gap between the bands. If

Eg�kbT, there are very few electrons in the conduction band

and the conductance is negligibly small. For minerals with

Eg�0.5 eV such as olivine (Eg¼0.5 eV; Guéguen and

Palciauskas, 1994) or galena (Eg¼0.37 eV; Xu and Schoonen,

2000), there is only one promoted electron per 300 hundred

million atoms of the mineral at 25 °C, but this rises to one

promoted electron per 223 atoms at 800 °C, while a mineral

with a large bandgap such as diamond (Eg¼5.5 eV; Guéguen

and Palciauskas, 1994) or zirconia (Eg¼5.0 eV; Xu and

Schoonen, 2000) has fewer than one conduction electron per

1012 atoms for all temperatures less than 2000 °C.
Hence, the electronic conductivity of a solid depends very

much upon the size of the bandgap and the temperature,

which control the number of electrons that are mobile and

can take part in conduction according to eqn [10]. This equa-

tion shows that the conductivity also depends on the mobility

of the electrons.

The electron mobility is given by

me ¼
et
me

[12]

where t is the time between collisions between the electrons

and the lattice and me is the mass of the electron. Collisions

become more frequent with increasing temperature, and con-

sequently, electron mobility diminishes. However, this effect is

much smaller than the effect of temperature on the number of
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electrons available for conduction, and hence, the overall trend

is that the conductivity of solids increases strongly with

temperature.

The conductivity of insulators and semiconductors also

increases slightly with pressure due to a reduction in the band-

gap energy. The effect of pressure is extremely small compared

with that of temperature, and can be neglected in the Earth’s

crust (Dai and Karato, 2009; Xu et al., 2000). If one takes a

typical geotherm of 30 °C km�1 and a typical geobar of

30 MPa km�1, the effect of pressure is less than 1% of the effect

of temperature at upper crustal conditions.

11.04.2.1.7 Ionic conduction
Transport of charge is mediated by ions. Ionic conduction is

different from electronic conduction in that there are fewer

ions available to carry charges than there are electrons in a

metal or semiconductor, and since ions of different charge

impede each other and even bond to each other, their mobil-

ities are smaller.

Conduction in pore fluids is mediated by charged ions. In

an aqueous solution of NaCl, for example, there are finite

nonzero concentrations of the charged ions H+, H3O
+, OH�,

Na+, and Cl�, all of which transfer charge when an electric

potential difference is applied to the fluid.

The general equation for describing the flowof charge carriers

in a direction x (or indeed any particle, whether charged or not,

and whether of ionic size or macroscopic size) is given by

J
!¼�Di

@ni
@x

+ vni [13]

where the first term is a statement of Fick’s law, ni is the number

density of ionic species i, and Di is the diffusion coefficient of

the charged species, in m2 s�1, while the second term is due to

fluid advection in direction x with a mean velocity v. If we

imagine a steady-state regime where J
!¼ 0, hence,

Di
@ni
@x

¼ vni [14]

and that is in thermodynamic equilibrium so that the spatial

charge carrier distribution follows Boltzmann’s law:

n xð Þ¼ no exp �’=kbTf g [15]

where kb�1.3806�10�23 m2 kg s�1 K�1 is Boltzmann’s con-

stant (Lide, 2012) and ’ is either the chemical potential or the

electric potential, leading ultimately to the equation

dn

dx
¼� n

kbT

d’

dx
¼ nF

kbT
[16]

where F¼�d’/dx is the applied force responsible for the

advective transport. Combination of [14] and [16] leads to

the Nernst–Einstein equation (Poirier, 2000):

v

D
¼ F

kbT
[17]

Since the applied force for the advective transport F¼ Zie E
!
,

we can combine [17] with [8] to obtain the ionic mobility as

mi ¼
ZieDi

kbT
[18]

11.04.2.1.8 Conductivity of pore fluids
By combining [9] with [18], we may obtain the electrical

conductivity for an ion in solution that is based on the Nernst–

Einstein relationship:

si ¼DiZ
2
i e

2Nni
kbT

[19]

where i represents the ith charge carrier; Di is the diffusion

coefficient of the charged species, in m2 s�1; Zi is the valency

of the charge carrier; N�6.022�1023 mol�1 is Avogadro’s

number; ni is the concentration of the charge carrier in

mol l�1 (Lide, 2012); and T is the absolute temperature, in

kelvin (K). It is worth noting that this equation shows an

apparent inverse dependence on temperature, but at tempera-

tures lower than about 250 °C, the conductivity of pore fluids

increases with temperature because other terms in eqn [19] are

also dependent on temperature, more than counteracting the

explicit inverse dependence.

In a pore fluid, the current is carried by anions and cations

traveling in opposite directions. In a steady state, the driving

electric force Zie E
!

is exactly balanced by the viscous drag on

the hydrated ion 6p�r v! that is, according to Stokes’ law,

proportional to the velocity of the ion v
!
i (in m s�1) and its

hydrated radius ri (in m) as well as the viscosity of the fluid �

(in Pa s). Hence (Guéguen and Palciauskas, 1994),

Zie E
!¼ 6p�riv

!
i [20]

Comparison of this equation with [8] shows that the ionic

mobility can be written as

mi ¼
Zie

6p�r
[21]

Hence, eqn [21] shows that the individual ionic mobilities

depend upon the viscosity of the fluid. This will have impor-

tance later in this chapter when we discuss how the increasing

viscosity as one approaches the Stern plane will reduce the

ionic mobilities in the electrical double layer that exists at the

mineral/pore fluid boundary. It should be noted that while

both eqns [18] and [21] are often applied to ionic solutions

such as pore fluids, eqn [21] relies on the assumption that the

hydrated ions behave as spherical particles moving slowly

through a fluid, and this is not necessarily the case at high

salinities.

Equation [21] can be used with eqn [10] to obtain the

conductivity of the ion in the solution:

si ¼ niZ
2
i e

2

6p�r
[22]

This equation is important as it clearly shows that the

conductivity is

• directly proportional to the number density of charge car-

riers available to transport charge,

• directly proportional to the square of the charge carried

(Zi
2e2),

• inversely proportional to the radius of the hydrated

ion, and

• inversely proportional to the viscosity of the fluid.
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Hence, eqn [22] lays the foundation for having different

conductivity contributions from anions and cations of differ-

ent hydrated radius.

While eqns [19]–[22] describe the conductivity of a pore fluid

formally, in practice, it is often obtained using plots, nomo-

grams, and empirical formulae. Perhaps, the most common

and useful empirical formula for the conductivity of an aqueous

solution of NaCl is given by Sen and Goode (1992a,b), noting

that the second of the two references corrects an important error

in the relationship presented by the first. The relationship is

sf T,Cfð Þ¼ d1 + d2T + d3T
2

� �
Cf � d4 + d5T

1+ d6
ffiffiffiffiffi
Cf

p
	 


C
3=2
f [23]

where d1¼5.6 (S lm�1mol�1), d2¼0.27 (S lm�1mol�1)/°C,
d3¼–1.51�10-4 (S lm�1mol�1)/oC2, d4¼2.36 (S m�1/

(mol l�1)3/2), d5¼0.099 (S m�1/(mol l�1)3/2/°C), d6¼0.214

((mol l�1)�1/2), T is in °C, and Cf is the salinity of the bulk

pore fluid (mol l�1).

Hilchie’s equation (Hilchie, 1984) is another method for

calculating the conductivity of an NaCl fluid, but in this case,

the equation is capable of converting fluid conductivities

between temperature and salinities rather than being a formula

for giving the conductivity directly.

Figures 2 and 3 show the values of eqn [23] for a range of

fluid salinities that are found in the Earth’s crust. Both salinity

and temperature have a significant effect. Figure 2 shows the

overwhelming effect of the number density of ions on the pore

fluid conductivity. Fluids that are more saline have a greater

number of ions and hence a greater conductivity. However, at

very high salinities, interaction between ions begins to reduce

their mobility, which reduces the rate of increase of conductiv-

ity with salinity.

The variation with temperature (Figure 3) is more complex.

At low temperatures (T<140 °C), the viscosity decreases with

temperature and that leads to an increase in conductivity with

temperature. At high temperatures (T>400 °C), which is out-

side the range covered in Figure 3, the viscosity increases with-

temperature leading to a decrease of conductivity with

temperature.

It should be noted that eqn [23] and Figures 2 and 3 are for

aqueous solutions of NaCl only. Equation [22] indicates that

different anions and cations will have different contributions

to the overall conductivity of a solution because they have

different hydrated radii.

The overall conductivity of a solution composed of a com-

plex mixture of ions can be found by defining an equivalent
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NaCl solution that has the same conductivity as the complex

solution. One of the most practical ways to do this is to define a

multiplier for each of the ions in the solution except the Na+

and Cl� ions. These multipliers are called Dunlap coefficients.

Because the salinity dependence of the conductivity of aqueous

solutions of other ions is different from that of an NaCl solu-

tion, the multipliers also vary with salinity. Figure 4 shows the

diagram that is used to choose these multipliers (Dunlap and

Hawthorne, 1951; Schlumberger, 2013). It is best understood

by taking an example: consider a solution that contains

20000 ppm (parts per million) of NaCl, 10000 ppm of KCl,

and 1000 ppm of MgSO4. The multipliers are Na(1.00),

Cl(1.00), K(0.9), Mg(1.63), and SO4(0.64), and the total

NaCl equivalent solution is (20000�1+20000�1+10000

�0.9+10000�1+1000�1.63+1000�0.64)/2¼30635 ppm

NaCl. Note that the sum of the products of the multipliers

with the dissolved solids is divided by two because the calcula-

tion is carried out for both anions and cations. If there are

dissolved salts that have two cations per anion or vice versa,

the calculation becomes a little more complex. The value

30635 ppm NaCl can now be entered into eqn [23] to obtain

the conductivity of the complex pore fluid as a function of

temperature.

Figure 4 covers the range 10 mg kg�1 to 300000 mg kg�1,

which is approximately 0.0002–5 mol l�1, taking NaCl as a

typical reference.

In general, the use of Figure 4 followed by the application

of the Sen and Goode equation is considered to be valid in

this range of salinities. However, Figure 4 treats each ion as

independent. In reality, different mixtures of ions interact to

different extents and would lead to different effective NaCl

concentrations. Furthermore, Figure 4 does not take into con-

sideration that the multipliers will change with temperature.

Hence, an effective NaCl concentration at the temperature for

which Figure 4 is valid (25 °C) will be used in the Sen and

Goode equation invoking a temperature of, say, 150 °C.
An error inevitably results. Unfortunately, we only have one

Figure 4 and it is for 25 °C.
One way of resolving the problem is to develop an electro-

chemical theory for the concentration dependence of ionic

conductivity. This has been the subject of much study and

the resulting Debye–H€uckel theory is generally valid up to

10�2 mol l�1.

Hence, if accurate values of conductivity are required up to

10�2 mol l�1, the Debye–H€uckel theory may be invoked, while

for values in the range given by Figure 4, the empirical Sen and

Goode method can be used providing that it is understood that

its results are approximate.

Figure 5 shows the conductivity of pore fluids as a function

of salinity for different pore fluid compositions derived from

experimental measurements. It is clear that the general trend is

sublinear with some electrolytes such as NaCl deviating from

linear behavior at the highest salinities, while others such as

KCl do not. It is worth noting that there is a variation of more

than one order of magnitude in conductivity between the

electrolytes included in this diagram at any given salinity. It is

important, therefore, that the true composition of the pore

fluid is taken into account in any laboratory or field measure-

ment, especially if it changes spatially or temporally.

The small value of conductivity in bulk fluids at low salin-

ities becomes important in geologic porous media because

at these salinities, conduction through the electrical double

layer becomes greater than that through the bulk fluid (see

Section 11.04.2.4). The sensitivity to changes in temperature is

also important because it implies that any experimental mea-

surement of pore fluids or rocks saturated with pore fluids

must be carried out at the same monitored temperature or be

corrected to a standard temperature.

11.04.2.2 Parameters Affecting the Electrical
Conductivity of Rocks

The electrical conductivity of rocks depends critically upon

how current is carried through the rock. Deep in the Earth

at high temperatures, conduction occurs through the solid

minerals by electronic conduction, with minerals acting as

semiconductors.
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In the upper crust, there are a number of ways in which

conduction occurs. The most common is through the move-

ment of charged ions in the pore fluid which either fully or

partially saturates the pores of the rock. If the rock is composed

of insulating minerals such as silicates, mineral conduction is

negligible (10�14<sr<10�10 Sm�1). By contrast, the conduc-

tivity of the pore fluids which they contain is much larger

(10�3 <sr<1 S m�1). Hence, conduction takes place exclu-

sively through the pore fluid by the movement of charged

ions. Consequently, the conductivity of the rock is controlled

by the way the pore fluids are connected throughout the rock,

and this depends on the rock’s microstructure.

The conductivity of the rock depends on

• the conductivity of the fluid that occupies the pores,

• the porosity of the rock,

• the degree to which the porosity is saturated with fluid, and

• the connectedness of pathways available for electrical

conduction.

Each of these is discussed in turn:

Fluid conductivity. For most geomaterials, especially those at

shallow levels in the crust where temperature and pressures are

low, the matrix is effectively insulating and the bulk fluid pro-

vides the major contribution to the conductivity of the rock.

Hence, we can say that the more saline the pore fluid, the

higher the conductivity of any geomaterial saturated with it

(Guéguen and Palciauskas, 1994).

Porosity. If the conductivity of a geomaterial depends

upon conduction through the pores, it is intuitive that incr-

easing the porosity will increase the electrical pathways avail-

able for conduction, and hence increase the electrical

conductivity of the geomaterial (Guéguen and Palciauskas,

1994).

Saturation. A rock may have a large porosity, but the electri-

cal conductivity of the whole rock may be very low if the pores

are full of insulating fluid such as oil or gas. Hence, the degree

to which the pores of the rock are saturated with a conducting

fluid (usually brine) is also important, with higher conductiv-

ities occurring for higher water (brine) saturations (Guéguen

and Palciauskas, 1994).

Connectedness. This is the last of the basic parameters affect-

ing the conductivity of a geomaterial. Though critical to the

final rock conductivity, it is unfortunately often overlooked.

Rocks may have a large porosity that is completely saturated

with a high-salinity fluid, yet have a low conductivity because

the conducting pores are not connected (Guéguen and

Palciauskas, 1994). This parameter is described by the connec-

tivity of the geomaterial (Glover, 2009).

These four controlling parameters were brought together for

the first time by Archie (1942), who developed a number of

empirical laws to describe electrical conduction in reservoir

rocks, which are described in subsequent sections of this chapter.

Another source of conduction involves conduction through

the electrical double layer that is formed at the interface

between the bulk fluid and the mineral surfaces (Adamson,

1976; Davis and Kent, 1990; Dukhin and Derjaguin, 1974;

Glover et al., 1994; Hunter, 1981; Pride, 1994; Revil and

Glover, 1997, 1998; Revil et al., 1999a,b; Sposito, 1989). This

mechanism is more dominant at low bulk fluid salinities,

where it provides more conduction than the weak bulk fluid,

and also when the rock contains a significant fraction of clay

minerals, which provide a greater surface area for surface con-

duction (see Section 11.04.2.4).

Surface conduction depends upon

• the specific conductance of the mineral surface/bulk fluid

interface,

• a parameter describing the characteristic pore size of the

rock, and

• the connectedness of surface conduction pathways.

Minor sources of conduction in the upper crust are associ-

ated with the presence of highly conducting phases such as

graphite (Glover, 1996; Glover and Adám, 2008; Glover and

Vine, 1992; Selway, 2014; Yang, 2011; Yoshino and Noritake,

2011) or sulfides (Duba et al., 1994; Einaudi et al., 2005;

Glover and Vine, 1994), the latter of which rarely have suffi-

cient connectedness to contribute significantly to the overall

conductivity of the rock.

In particular areas, partial melting might be the cause of

local high-conductivity anomalies (Glover et al., 2000b). Elec-

trical conduction in melts is mediated by ions. The application

of Archie’s laws to these scenarios is difficult, but alternative

methods now exist to allow there to be more than one con-

ducting phase in a rock. These models are discussed in more

detail in Section 11.04.3.3. Conduction through semi-

conducting minerals or through melt depends upon

• the conductivity of each of the phases present (melt, matrix,

and conducting mineral),

• the volume fraction of each of the phases, and

• the electrical connectedness of each of the conducting

phases.

In all of the cases listed earlier, we can note that the param-

eters that affect the electrical conductivity of the rock corre-

spond to answers to the following questions:

• How conductive are the phases in the rock that conduct?

• How much of each phase is there?

• How connected is each of the phases?

11.04.2.3 Archie’s Original Empirical Laws

Archie’s laws were introduced in 1942 (Archie, 1942). We are

introducing them here, before the section on mixing models,

because of their importance, which was touched upon in the

introduction.

It should be noted strongly that Archie’s laws were origi-

nally empirical and had a small range of validity. However, it

became increasingly clear that they could be applied success-

fully outside their initial range of validities and finally were

proved analytically as an extension of the Lichtenecker and

Rother (1931) mixing law (LR equation). The derivation can

be found in a number of works including Glover (2010b).

However, there are some questions concerning the theoretical

derivation of the LR equation (Reynolds and Hough, 1957),

and although the LR equation has recently been given a greater

theoretical pedigree from effective medium approaches (Zakri

et al., 1998), it would be fair to say that Archie’s laws cannot be

said to have an undisputed theoretical basis quite yet. How-

ever, recently, it has become clear that the simple Archie’s laws

are simply a special case of a more general mixing law that will

be introduced in Section 11.04.3.3.
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11.04.2.3.1 Formation factor and connectedness
Archie began by considering a porous medium of porosity f,
and naming the unitless ratio of the resistivity of the fully

saturated rock ro to that of the pore fluid saturating the pores

rf as the formation factor, F (which is sometimes called the

resistivity formation factor):

F¼ ro
rf

[24]

(It should be noted that the symbols commonly used in the

oil and gas industry are Ro in place of ro, and Rw in place of rf.)
The term formation factor was used because it was approx-

imately constant for any given formation. The formation factor

varies from unity, F¼1, which represents the case where ro¼rf
(i.e., when f!1), and increases as the porosity decreases, with

F!1 as f!0. The formation factor can be less than unity,

but only when the rock matrix is less resistive than the pore

fluid and this is extremely rare (Glover, 2009).

The inverse of the formation factor is the ratio of the con-

ductivity of the fully saturated rock to that of the fluid. This

parameter is called the ‘conductivity formation factor’ or the

‘connectedness’ of the rock (G, no units) (Glover, 2009,

2010b). It has recently found utility in the extension of Archie’s

first law to n-conducting phases (Section 11.04.3.3). The sym-

bol G should not be confused with conductance, which shares

the symbol, but is rarely used in petrophysics, and is given the

symbol Gc in eqn [6] earlier in this chapter to avoid confusion.

11.04.2.3.2 Archie’s first law
The first experiments by Archie led him to the conclusion that

the formation factor depends upon porosity in the form of an

inverse power law (Archie’s first law):

F¼f�m [25]

with an exponent �m (no units). He called the exponent the

cementation exponent (factor or index) because he believed it

to be related to the degree of cementation of the rock fabric.

Higher values of m make the formation factor, and hence the

rock conductivity, more sensitive to changes in porosity (Ellis

and Singer, 2007). Figure 6 shows the results of eqn [25].

The range of values for the cementation exponent is rela-

tively small. A value of m¼1 is not observed for real rocks and

represents a porous medium composed of a bundle of capillary

tubes that cross the sample in a straight line. Rocks with a low

porosity but a well-developed fracture network sometimes

have cementation exponents that approach unity because the

network has flow paths that are fairly direct. Here, we get

the first taste that the cementation exponent has something

to do with the connectedness of the pore and fracture network

(where, for the time being, connectedness is considered to be a

qualitative term for the general availability of pathways for

transport). A cementation exponent equal to 1.5 represents

the analytic solution for the case where the rock is composed

of perfect spheres (Mendelson and Cohen, 1982; Sen et al.,

1981). In fact, m¼1 (which is the trivial parallel conduction

case) and m¼1.5 (Sen et al., 1981) were, until recently, the

only two cases where an analytically derived value of the

cementation exponent was known. A series of papers from

2004 onward have shown that Archie’s law can be derived by

applying continuum percolation theory to fractal porous

media (e.g., Ewing and Hunt, 2006).

Most porous arenaceous sediments have cementation expo-

nents between 1.5 and 2.5 (Glover et al., 1997). Values higher

than 2.5, and as high as 5, are generally found in carbonates

where the pore space is less well connected (Tiab and

Donaldson, 2011). In general, the value of the cementation

exponent increases as the degree of connectedness of the pore

network diminishes, which rather supports it being called the

cementation exponent. Incidentally, values of the cementation

exponent less than unity are possible, arise when the matrix

itself has a significant conductivity, and are observed in the

modified Archie’s law for two conducting phases (Glover et al.,

2000a) (see Section 11.04.3.3).

The best method for obtaining a mean value of the cemen-

tation exponent of a set of rocks from the same formation is

from the negative gradient of the graph of log(F) against log(f)
(Tiab and Donaldson, 2011), which the oil and gas industry

calls a Pickett plot, while values for individual samples can be

found using

m¼� log Fð Þ
log fð Þ [26]

Equations [24] and [25] are often combined under the

name of Archie’s law to give

ro ¼ rf f
�m [27]

which is an extremely useful form of the law. Here, ro!rf either
as f!1 (i.e., the ‘rock’ is 100% pore fluid) or if m¼0 irrespec-

tive of the value of porosity. Even though m¼0 does not fall

within the useful range for reservoir rocks, this result is a further

indication that low values of cementation exponent represent

good connectedness, and in the limit (i.e., when m!0), the

connectedness of the conducting phase in the rock is optimal.

It should be noted that the correct use of Archie’s first law

requires accurate determinations of (i) the resistivity of the

fully saturated rock, (ii) the resistivity of the fluid in the

pores, and (iii) the relevant porosity for electrical transport
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through the rock, which should be the effective porosity that

contributes to the electrical conduction. Accurate determina-

tion of the resistivity of the fully saturated rock implies good

control of the geometric factor that allows it to be calculated

from the measured resistance, as well as certainty that the rock

is fully saturated.

It is important that the resistivity of the brine in the pores is

measured as there is a discrepancy between the salinity of brine

in the stock saturating solution and that in equilibrium with

the pores. At low salinities, the pore solution may be ten times

more saline than that of the stock solution (Walker et al.,

2014), leading to gross errors in the use of Archie’s law if the

values for the stock solution are used.

The resistivity of the solutions should be carried out in

a specially designed cell with a known geometric factor

(Figure 7) or a benchtop conductivity meter. The former is

the better solution as it allows fluid resistivity measurements to

be made at the same frequencies as the rock measurements if

impedance spectroscopy is being performed, but the latter is

acceptable providing the measurement is made in sufficient

fluid with the electrode in the center of the beaker and a stirrer

being employed. As with all electrical measurements, the tem-

perature should be noted with the measurement, and correc-

tions to a standard temperature carried out if required.

The accuracy of the porosity is more difficult. If one carries

out porosity by helium pycnometry, by fluid saturation and

by mercury injection porosimetry on the same sample, the

measured porosities will be different in decreasing order. The

question, that is still debatable, is which is the best measure-

ment of porosity to use, especially as there are many other

sources of porosity measurement too (i.e., by image analysis

of thin sections, x-ray computed tomography (CT) and micro-

CT scanning, positron emission tomography (PET) scanning,

and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy)? At the

moment, the most appropriate seems to be the fluid saturation

approach. This approach at least has the advantage of employ-

ing fluids similar to those in the rock. It might be thought,

therefore, that the same volume of pause might be saturated by

using a reservoir fluid in the laboratory as occurred in the

reservoir. At least, sufficiently similarly to make the measured

porosity more relevant than that provided by other techniques.

It should be strongly noted that an extremely common form

of Archie’s first law contains an empirical factor a according to

F¼af�m and hence ro¼arff
�m. This empirical factor did not

appear in Archie’s original paper (Archie, 1942) and does not

arise in the literature until Winsauer et al.’s (1952) and Wyllie

and Gregory’s (1953) papers (Winsauer et al., 1952; Wyllie and

Gregory, 1953). The use of the empirical factor is retained by

many researchers because it improves the fit to sparse and low-

quality datasets (Glover, 2012, pers. comm.). However, its use is

analytically wrong because it implies that as the porosity tends

to 100% (i.e., the sample has no matrix but is just the pore

fluid), the sample has a resistivity arf. There is a contradiction

here, because such a sample is solely pore fluid with a defined

resistivity of rf. Hence, the original equation is not generally

valid unless the value of a�1. While the use of the empirical

factor may have once been acceptable when Archie’s first law

had only an empirical pedigree, recent research indicates that

nonunity values of a probably result from unresolved systematic

errors in the porosity or resistivity measurements.

Figure 8 shows typical data from a reservoir in the North Sea.

The data come from one well-defined sandstone formation.

When the formation factor is plotted against porosity on loga-

rithmic axes, two straight lines can be fitted. The dashed line

represents Archie’s first law [25], while the solid line incorpo-

rates the empirical factor a. In each case, the gradient represents

the cementation factorm and it is instructive how different these

are in the figure despite the goodness of fit R2 value for the two

fits being so similar. Here, the solid line provides the best

assessment of the cementation exponent. In fact, for most

data, the presence of the Winsauer a-factor allows a reasonably

accurate cementation exponent to be calculated even if the data

are not of the highest quality, and I would recommend its use in

such cases, despite its non-analytical nature. Furthermore, the

a-factor can be used as an indication of data quality (if close to

unity, the quality of the data is good). The red points in Figure 8

show calculations of the cementation exponent on a plug-by-

plug basis using eqn [25].
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Figure 7 A cell for measuring fluid resistivity. Each end has a coaxial
connection to a blacked platinum gauze electrode. There are two
fluid ports for removing bubbles and a thermocouple well. The cell’s
geometric factor should be obtained by calibration with known fluids at
each of the frequencies for which it will be used.
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11.04.2.3.3 Resistivity index
Archie also examined the work of other investigators who did

experiments on the resistivity of partially saturated sandstones.

He observed that the bulk resistivity rr of a rock that is partially
saturated with an aqueous fluid of resistivity rf is directly

proportional to the resistivity of the rock when it is fully

saturated with the same fluid, ro:

I¼ rr
ro

[28]

(Once again, it should be noted that the symbols com-

monly used in the oil and gas industry are Ro in place of ro
and Rt in place of rr.)

The constant of proportionality I is called the resistivity

index and describes the effect of partial desaturation of the

rock. The resistivity index varies between unity and infinity

depending upon the degree of saturation of the rock.

11.04.2.3.4 Archie’s second law
Archie observed that the following relationship exists empiri-

cally for sandstones (Archie’s second law):

I¼ S�n
w [29]

where Sw is the fractional water saturation of the rock porosity

and n is the saturation exponent.

The best method for obtaining a mean value of the satura-

tion exponent of a sample in the laboratory is from the nega-

tive gradient of the graph of log(I) against log(Sw) (Tiab and

Donaldson, 2011). This is a time-consuming measurement

that involves the progressive desaturation of a core plug.

If we assume that a certain water saturation Sw is obtained by

displacing some of the water from a previously fully saturated

rock in a uniform manner, the volume fraction of water in the

rock goes from f to fSw, and we can use eqn [27] to calculate

the effective resistivity of the rock as rr¼rf(fSw)
�m by assuming

that the nonconducting fluid acts like the nonconducting rock

matrix. Substituting this into eqn [28] and using eqn [27] again,

but this time for the fully saturated rock, we get

I¼ rr
ro

¼ rf fSwð Þ�m

rf f
�m ¼ S�m

w [30]

This is a demonstration of the analytic origin of Archie’s

second law, and predicts that the saturation exponent should

be the same as the cementation exponent of the first law.

Equation [30], however, represents an oversimplification.

The derivation of eqn [30] makes the assumption that we can

replacef in eqn [27] withfSwwhile retaining the exponent�m.

However, this is only possible if the connectedness of the

phase fSw is exactly the same as that of the previous phase f.
Of course, this is extremely unlikely to be the case. Imagine, for

example, methane replacing water in a water-wet rock. The

methane will preferentially occupy the center of the pores, and

the water will preferentially occupy the pore space next to the

mineral surfaces. The connectedness of the water in this partially

saturated rock will be different, and generally less, than in the

fully saturated case. Hence, we can say that n 6¼m generally

because the connectedness of the fluid phase is a function of its

volume fraction, and as the water is displaced from the pore

space, the saturation exponent increases.

The latest Archie’s formulations that are generalized to take

account of any number of conducting phases not only explic-

itly treat this problem (Glover, 2010b) but also show that both

the first and the second Archie’s laws are in fact the operation

of the same general law but applied to a different frame of

reference (see Section 11.04.3.3).

Since the laboratory determination of the saturation expo-

nent is time-consuming and costly, it is common to hear that the

saturation exponent has been taken to be equal to 2 in calcula-

tions. While it is true that there seems to be a strong preference

for values of saturation exponent near 2�0.5 for most water-

wet rocks, oil-wet rocks show much higher values (4–5)

(Figure 9) (Montaron, 2009; Sweeney and Jennings, 1960).

Hence, it is extremely important to obtain accurate and repre-

sentative values of this parameter for use in reserves calculations.

Once more, eqn [28] and eqn [29] can be combined to give

rr ¼ roS
�n
w [31]

Archie’s second law can be expressed in graphical form, as

shown in Figure 9. Equation [29] is shown by the straight blue

line on this diagram. Clean rocks at high water saturations

generally fall along such straight lines, with their slope repre-

senting the value of the saturation exponent. However, there

also exist data that fall significantly off such lines. It is thought

that data following the red line on the diagram represents rocks

that have extremely high water connectedness due to the pres-

ence of intergranular water films, while data following the
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Figure 9 Resistivity index (as defined in eqn [28]) as a function of
water saturation for a rock saturated with water and oil. Solid lines
indicate drainage. The dark blue line, which represents Archie’s second
law (n¼2), is only valid for clean, water-wet moderately well-connected
rocks. Rocks with higher connectivity due to the presence of
intergranular water films tend to follow the red curve, while low
connectedness or oil-wet rocks follow the green and purple trends. It
should be noted that imbibition can often produce a nonlinear curve
(dashed) due to the development of oil-wet patches in the rock.
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green to purple trends (e.g., Sweeney and Jennings, 1960)

represent low water connectedness particularly in oil-wet

rocks. All of the solid curves are for drainage conditions. It

has also been noted that it is possible to generate imbibition

curves with different behaviors such as the dashed curve in the

figure, which are believed to be caused by the development of

patches of oil-wet rock that reduce the connectedness of the

water phase and ensure that the saturation exponent is a func-

tion of the water saturation history of the rock (Montaron and

Han, 2009).

11.04.2.3.5 Combined Archie’s laws
The two Archie’s laws can be combined into one equation:

rr ¼ rff
�mS�n

w [32]

This equation is of the greatest utility in the calculation of

hydrocarbon reserves. In this application, values of porosity,

pore fluid resistivity, and rock resistivity fromboreholemeasure-

ments are combinedwith the determinations of the cementation

and saturation exponents, which are most often made in the

laboratory on representative rock samples to calculate the water

saturation. Thewater saturation can thenbe usedwith formation

thickness, areal extent, and porosity to calculate the volume of

hydrocarbons in the reservoir.

11.04.2.3.6 Electrical tortuosity and connectivity
In the discussion of Archie’s laws, we have eluded to the

importance of how well connected, or otherwise, a conducting

phase, such as an aqueous fluid, is in the rock. This has tradi-

tionally been described by an electrical tortuosity. Electrical

tortuosity te is most often written as

te ¼ Ff [33]

which, although useful does not show its origins clearly. It is

possible to rewrite [33] as

F¼f�1f1�m [34]

where it can be recognized that the resistivity formation factor

has a contribution arising purely from the presence of a scalar

porosity and another that arises from the way that porosity is

arranged, and which also depends upon porosity. This latter

contribution is called the tortuosity, te. Hence, the electrical

tortuosity can also be expressed as

te ¼f1�m [35]

A full discussion of tortuosity can be found in the compre-

hensive review by Clennell (1997) and in the work of David

(1993).

It should be noted that electrical tortuosity is not the same

as hydraulic tortuosity, th. Hydraulic tortuosity is defined as

the mean flow path length between two points in a porous

medium divided by the direct distance between those two

points. The electrical tortuosity is often expressed as being

equal to the square of the hydraulic tortuosity. Since there

can be significant confusion between the two terms, it is always

useful to define explicitly which type of tortuosity is meant,

and to be certain which is being referred to when only the

generic term ‘tortuosity’ has been used.

The inverse of electrical tortuosity is called the electrical

connectivity w. The conductivity formation factor G, which is

sometimes called the connectedness, is related to the porosity

and electrical connectivity by

G¼fm ¼fw [36]

where it is clear that the overall connectedness of the rock

depends on the porosity of a fully saturated pore space and

its arrangement, the latter of which is given by the connectivity.

Hence, the connectedness can be thought of as a measure of

how the presence of the pores, when filled with a fluid of a

given conductivity, controls the conductivity of the whole rock.

11.04.2.3.7 Validity of Archie’s laws
Archie’s laws came into being as empirical relationships that

were formally valid only for the range of lithologies, tempera-

tures, porosity, and pore fluids used to make the experimental

measurements. However, very quickly, it became clear that the

laws could be applied very successfully outside these initial

ranges, and that has been confirmed by subsequent analytic

derivations of Archie’s first law.

Archie’s laws, however, are subject to several restrictions:

• Archie’s laws can only be used with a single conducting

phase. Hence, the laws cannot be used at high temperatures

in the presence of a melt because the rock matrix conducts

significantly, or if there is a significant contribution from

highly conducting accessory minerals. This restriction has

been removed by the development of a version of Archie’s

first law for two conducting phases (Glover et al., 2000a,b,

c) and then for any number of phases (Glover, 2010b).

• Archie’s laws fail where the lithology contains minerals,

usually shales, that provide a significant surface conduc-

tance and when the salinity of the pore fluids is low. Recent

studies show that surface conduction effects can be very

significant for a wide range of rocks and sediments espe-

cially at lower frequencies. However, Archie’s laws can be

used approximately in these cases if the pore fluid salinity is

sufficiently high that it provides a conductance that is sig-

nificantly larger than the surface conduction. Since the

presence of shale surface conductance has always been

important in the hydrocarbon industry, a number of mod-

ifications to Archie’s first law have been proposed that are

discussed in Section 11.04.2.4 in the succeeding text, the

most famous of which is by Waxman and Smits (1968).

• There is some question about the validity of Archie’s laws at

the extremes of the porosity range. At low porosities, there

may be a fraction of the porosity fo that does not take part

in conduction, which may be taken into consideration

using a percolation limit approach (Bernabé and Bruderer,

1998; Hunt, 2004; Kirkpatrick, 1973; Seager and Pike,

1974; Shah and Yortsos, 1996):

F¼ f�foð Þ�m [37]

At high porosities, there is a dearth of data with which to

check Archie’s first law, but effective media models indicate

that the rate of change of conductivity with porosity is less than

that predicted by Archie’s law.
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11.04.2.4 Empirical Modifications for Shaley Rocks

The simple forms of Archie’s laws assume that the only source

of conduction in the rock is provided by the pore fluid and that

ionic conduction in the pore fluid is uniform throughout the

saturated pore space. While this is true for sedimentary rocks

that are clay-free, it became clear that Archie’s laws did not

work for rocks with a significant fraction of clay, where there

was an additional conduction contribution that was associated

with conduction along clay surfaces. Initially, it was thought

that atoms of Al3+ that substitute for Si4+ in the mineral

structure would lead to a charge imbalance. Such an imbalance

would then lead to an additional adsorption of cations onto

the surface, which subsequently move and give rise to a surface

conduction. We now know that a complex electrochemical

structure exists at the interface between the mineral and the

pore fluid, which is sometimes modeled as an electrical double

layer (e.g., Revil and Glover, 1998) or an electrical triple layer

(e.g., Revil and Leroy, 2004). Several types of surface conduc-

tion can occur within these structures, which are dependent on

many factors, the most important of which are fluid salinity

and pH (Parks, 1965; Revil and Glover, 1997, 1998; Revil et al.,

1999a,b).

Clay minerals have a particularly high surface conduction.

This was once thought to be, due to clays having a greater

surface adsorption site density compared to, say, silica. How-

ever, it is now known that clay minerals generally have a lower

surface adsorption sites density than many other minerals, but

a much greater internal surface area that more than makes up

for this. The effect of surface conduction is extremely important

and is covered in Section 11.04.4 in the succeeding text.

Archie’s first law may now be modified to give

sr ¼ sf
F
+
ss
f

[38]

where we have used rock conductivity (sr¼1/rr) and pore

fluid conductivity (sf¼1/rf) in place of the associated resisti-

vities, together with the surface conductivity ss, and F and f are

the formation factors associated with the bulk fluid conduction

and the surface conduction, respectively. This equation

assumes that the bulk conduction and the surface conduction

occur independently and in parallel, giving rise to the simple

addition, but does not assume that the flow paths are the same,

hence the separate formation factors. However, it is usually

assumed that both formation factors are the same and given

the symbol F* while rewriting [38] as

sr ¼ 1

F*
sf +

2Ss

L

	 

¼ 1

F*
sf +BQvð Þ [39]

The first equation in [39] arises from the formal definition of

the formation factor (e.g., Revil and Glover, 1997; Schwartz

et al., 1989), which will be discussed in Section 11.04.3 in the

succeeding text. The term L, which was introduced by Johnson

et al. (1986), is a characteristic length (in m) associated with the

pore structure of the rock and may be considered to be an

effective pore radius. It is approximately equal to twice the pore

volume divided by the pore surface area. The parameter Ss is

called the specific surface conductivity or surface conductance

(in S). It should be noted that the 2Ss/L term depends upon an

assumption that is explicit in the definition of L, which is that

the interfacial conductivity extends only a short distance into the

pores, which is the same as saying that the pore walls appear flat

with respect to the thickness of the electrical double layer (i.e., a

thin double-layer assumption) (Johnson et al. 1986).

Applying an analogy of [10] in two dimensions, we obtain

Ssi¼nsiZieBi for each of i types of ion on the surface, where Ssi

is the specific surface conductance of each type of surface ion,

nsi is the surface number density of each type of surface ion, Zi

is the valency of each type of surface ion, and Bi is the surface

mobility of each type of surface ion. Now, taking the mean

behavior of all ions and including L¼2Vp/Sp allows us to

write 2Ss/L¼ BQv, where Qv¼nsZeSp/Vp is the excess surface

charge taking part in surface conduction per unit pore volume

(Guéguen and Palciauskas, 1994).

It should be noted that the excess charge per volume is

related to the traditional measurement of CEC. The CEC

measurement (e.g., Ross and Ketterings, 2011) provides a

chemical measurement of excess charge per weight of the sam-

ple. The value is commonly given in milliequivalents per gram

(mequiv. g�1) where, for NaCl solutions, 1 mequiv.g-

�1¼96320 Ckg�1 (e.g., Patchett, 1975). While CEC measure-

ments are carried out on crushed samples, and one could

question their validity for whole rock samples, it is possible

to take the CEC measurement for a rock and calculate the

equivalent value of Qv providing the density and porosity of

the rock are known.

The right-hand side of [39] was developed by Waxman and

Smits (1968) and used as the standard shaley sand model for

conductivity for many years. Section 11.04.3.5 discusses

models for shaley sands in more detail and compares the Wax-

man and Smits model with others that are more suited for

application in the hydrocarbon industry.

11.04.2.5 The Range of Electrical Conductivity
of Near-Surface Rocks

Huge numbers of experiments have been carried out on rocks

from the upper crust in the last 70 years; many of them by the

oil and gas industry. While most remain confidential, it is

possible to get an extremely good idea of the range

of electrical conductivities from extremely low-conductivity

microgranites with vanishingly small porosities and almost

no microfracturing (e.g., Ailsa Craig, which is still used to

make curling stones), through reservoir rocks where the con-

ductivity is controlled by the fluids in the pore spaces and clays,

to veins of highly conducting minerals such as sphalerite or

graphite. Table 1 shows some typical ranges of conductivity

and resistivity obtained from the literature, while some of the

same information is available in Figure 1. It is not within the

remit of this chapter to review the huge number of measure-

ments that are available. However, good compilations exist in

the literature, the foremost of which are by Keller (1989), while

more data can be found in Sch€on (2004) and to a lesser extent

in Guéguen and Palciauskas (1994).

A great number of processes have the potential to affect the

conductivity of rocks. Box 1 shows a compilation of the main

processes and the direction in which each one influences the

conductivity of the geomaterial.
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11.04.3 Mixing Models for the Electrical Conductivity
of Geomaterials

Mixing models are incredibly important for the measurement

and calculation of the electrical properties of all complex and

porous media. In this section, we will review some of the main

mixing models for the steady-state electrical conductivity of

geomaterials, pointing out their advantages and disadvantages.

Each can be written in terms of resistivities. Some of the models

in this section are theoretical, while many are empirical and

some empirical models have an increasingly good theoretical

pedigree. Mixing models for the permittivity and complex

electrical properties of rocks are left until Section 11.04.5.5.

Themodels fall into three main groups, which are described

in each of the following subsections. A special subset of mixing

models that includes variable water saturations has also been

considered. Many of the models referred to in this section are

presented in Table 2 and are graphed in Figure 10.

11.04.3.1 Geometric Models

These models consider two, three, or more conducting phases

and build the arrangement of those phases into the model

itself. In other words, these are geometric models that are

only valid if the arrangement of the conducting phases approx-

imates to that of the model (first part of Table 2).

The parallel model can have many conducting phases with

different phase conductivities si and different phase volume

fractions fi, but they all have to be arranged electrically in

parallel. The equation for the resulting conductivity is the

same as an arithmetic mean weighted by the volume fractions.

By contrast, the perpendicular model considers the conductiv-

ities to be arranged in series and is expressed by a weighted

harmonic mean. Here, the current flows perpendicularly to the

layers of conducting phase crossing each of them in series.

Clearly, these are extreme cases and the actual conductivity of

a rock would fall somewhere in between these bounds.

In 1962, Hashin and Shtrikman (1962) produced two other

bounding models that are more restrictive and hence more

useful than the parallel and perpendicular cases. These are called

the Hashin and Shtrikman upper and lower bounds or HS+ and

HS�, respectively. Unlike the series and parallel models, how-

ever, the Hashin and Shtrikman bounds are only valid for two

conducting phases. There is currently active, and extremely

mathematical, research into the extension of the HS bounds to

multiple phases and multiple dimensions (e.g., Liu, 2010).

Ten years after the publication of the Hashin and Shtrikman

bounds, Waff (1974) produced a model that shares many of

the basic structural qualities of a granular rock in that its two

phases were considered to be in the form of conducting spheres

with conducting spherical shells around them, which approx-

imates to the scenario where grains are surrounded by a pore

fluid. It turned out that the equation he produced is mathe-

matically the same as the Hashin and Shtrikman upper bound,

giving it more validity for use in granular porous media with

subrounded grains.

The first part of Figure 10 shows a comparison between the

parallel, perpendicular, HS+/Waff, and HS� models for a

two-phase mixture with the first phase having the nominal

conductivity of 0.01 S m�1 and the second having the nominal

Box 1 Effect of various processes upon the conductivity
of geomaterials

Effect Conductivity
Increasing porosity "
Increasing pore fluid salinity "
Increasing surface conductance "
Increasing connectedness "
Increasing connectivity "
Increasing cementation exponent #
Increasing clay alteration "
Dissolution "
Shearing/faulting "#
Weathering "
Induration #
Carbonate precipitation #
Silicification #
Metamorphism "#
Compaction #
Overpressure "
Increasing formation factor #
Increasing tortuosity #
Hydrocarbon production/imbibition "
Hydrocarbon emplacement/drainage #
Increasing saturation exponent #
Increasing thermal/microfracturing "
Increasing oil wettability #
CCS emplacement #
Hydrofracturing "
Formation temperature "
Increasing overburden pressure #

Table 1 A summary table of the conductivities and
resistivities of common rocks and minerals (at surface temperatures and
pressures)

Rock Conductivity (S m�1) Resistivity (Om)

Granite 0.001–0.00001 1000–100000
Gabbro 0.001–0.00001 1000–100000
Basalt 0.1–0.0001 10–100000
Andesite 0.001–0.00001 1000–100000
Sand and gravel 0.05–0.002 20–5000
Sandstone 0.1–0.001 50–1000
Limestone 0.002–0.00001 5000–100000
Dolomite 0.001–0.0002 1000–50000
Conglomerate 0.01–0.0001 100–10000
Coal 0.1–0.001 10–1000
Shales 0.001–1 50–1000
Clays 0.05–0.01 20–100
Graphite 100–0.01 0.01–100
Massive sulfides 1000–1 0.001–1
Salt water 10–1 0.1–1
Brackish water 1–0.1 1–10
Freshwater 0.1–0.01 10–100
Permafrost 0.02–0.00001 500–100000
Sea ice 0.05–0.001 20–1000

Modified after Palacky GV (1987) Resistivity characteristics of geologic targets.

In: Electromagnetic Methods in Applied Geophysics, 1. Theory, p. 1351
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conductivity 1 S m�1, as a function of the volume fraction of

the second phase. It is clear that the HS+ and HS� bounds fall

between the values for the parallel and perpendicular models.

Another approach is to consider cubic bricks instead of

spheres in a so-called brick-layer model (BLM). Beekmans and

Heyne (1976) did this to produce a model for two phases with

different conductivities and volume fractions. They considered

the blocks to be solid grains with a given conductivity and the

material between the blocks to be melt of a higher conductivity.

Unfortunately, this model was only valid for the volume frac-

tion of the interblock phase that amounted to less than a few

percent (Barsoukov and Macdonald, 2005). The model was

modified by Schilling et al. (1997) to be valid for all interblock

volume fractions and is known as the modified brick-layer

model (MBLM). Schilling et al. then used the MBLM to model

the electrical conductivity of partial melting in laboratory tests

very successfully (Partzsch et al., 2000), which implied that the

structure of the melt and solids in their experimental samples

must have been approximated by the blocky structure of the

model. Plotting the MBLM in Figure 10 shows it to be extremely

similar to HS+, but not exactly the same.

Finally, an interesting model is based upon the weighted

geometric mean. Although it cannot be proven analytically, this

equation has been shown to arise naturally from a random three-

dimensional mixture of phases of different conductivities si and
different phase volume fractions fi. One would think that such

an equation would not be useful in the modeling of electrical

conductivity in geomaterials, but it has already found application

in calculating the permeability of a rock with different fractions

of different grain sizes using electrical data (Glover et al.,

2006a,b). Figure 10 shows that the geometric mean (labeled

‘randommodel’ in Figure 10) is closer to the Hashin and Shtrik-

man lower bound (HS�) than the MBLM or Waff model.

The advantage of the geometric models is that in many

cases, one can treat many different conducting phases. Their

disadvantage is that they represent only one particular geometry.

11.04.3.2 Models with Variable Exponents

The second part of Table 2 contains models with variable

exponents.

The advantage that Archie ’s law and the other models in

this subsection have over the geometric models is that they

contain one or more variable exponents. These exponents are a

measure of the connectedness of each of the conducting phases

in the rock. The exponents not only give an extra degree of

flexibility when fitting the equation to data but also can be

inverted to provide the exponents, which can then be used as a

measure of the connection of each phase in the rock.

The disadvantage with the original Archie’s law is that only

one conducting phase is allowed. This becomes clear in the top

part of Figure 10, where each of the curves for Archie’s cemen-

tation exponentsm¼1, 1.5, and 2, respectively, tends to zero as

the volume fraction of the second (conductive) phase tends to

zero. If one were modeling a system with a conducting matrix

(Phase 1) and a conducting fluid (Phase 2), the model would

fail, particularly at low porosities and for low-conductivity

fluids. Figure 10(a) shows such a scenario, where the conduc-

tivity of the matrix (Phase 1) is 0.01 S m�1 and that of the

conducting fluid (Phase 2) is 1 S m�1. Use of the conventional

Archie’s law as represented by the straight lines in the figure

leads to errors. If we ask the conventional Archie’s model to tell

us what the conductivity of a rock composed of 1% fluid and

99%matrix is, we get 0.01, 0.001, and 0.0001 S m�1 for m¼1,

1.5, and 2, respectively. In all cases, the calculated conductivity

is equal to or significantly lower than the conductivity of the

rock matrix even though the rock matrix makes up 99% of the

rock. This is an error that the geometric models do not make,

tending to the conductivity of the matrix as the other phase
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Figure 10 (a) Comparison of various mixing models as a function of
the volume fraction of Phase 2. In this generic diagram conductivity of
Phase 1 is s1 ¼ 0.01 S m�1 and that for Phase 2 is s2 ¼ 1.0 S m�1.
Geometrical models are shown by solid lines, except the modified
bricklayer model which is shown by triangles because it is so similar to
the HS upper bound, which it overlies. The three Archie’s law
implementations, for m ¼ 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0, respectively, are shown by
short dashed lines. The single implementation of the modified Arches law
for m equals 1.5 is shown in black with a long dashed line. Note that the
parallel and perpendicular models describe the extreme bounds of the
conductivity for any given volume fraction of Phase 2, while the HS upper
and lower bounds are more restrictive. (b) Comparison of the performance
of the conventional Archie’s law (Archie, 1942) with the modified Archie’s
law for two conducting phases (Glover et al., 2000). The conventional
Archie’s law is given by short dashed lines, while the modified Arches law
by solid lines. Note that in no cases does the conventional Archie’s law
model the conductivity well at low volume fractions of Phase 2, while the
modified Archie’s law converges on the conductivity of Phase 1 as the
volume fraction of Phase 2 goes to 0. In each case the modified Archie’s
law becomes asymptotic with the conventional Archie’s law at large
volume fractions of Phase 2. Reproduced from Glover PWJ, Hole MJ,
and Pous J (2000). A modified Archie’s law for two conducting phases.
Earth and Planetary Science Letters 180: 369-383. http://dx.doi.org/10.
1016/S0012-821X(00)00168-0.
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decreases to zero (Figure 10(a)). It is also an error that the

modified Archie’s law is not subject to (Section 11.04.3.3).

Although Archie’s first law is probably the simplest of this

group and was, as we have already seen, originally derived

empirically, the Lichtenecker and Rother (1931) equation (LR

equation) predated it by ten years. The LR equation is also

more general, being valid for two or more phases, and indeed

collapses to become formally the same as Archie’s first law if all

but one of the phase conductivities become zero. Initially, the

LR equation was also empirical but has recently gained more

theoretical pedigree (Zakri et al., 1998). It is also interesting in

that in the LR equation, the conductivity terms have the expo-

nents, not the phase fractions. Bussian’s (1983) equation was

derived from effective medium theory and was thought to be a

good model for the complete range of parameters, but it has

been shown recently that it diverges from experimental results

at low fluid conductivities. In addition, it is difficult to solve

because it is nonlinear. However, a conformal mapping code is

now available to simplify the process (Glover et al., 2010).

11.04.3.3 Extended and Generalized Archie’s Laws

In 2000, Glover et al. (2000b) needed to model the electrical

conductivity of a rockwhere the solid grains had a finite conduc-

tivity because they were at high temperature but there was also a

high-conductivity melt fraction of unknown geometry. Under

these conditions, themodifiedbrick-layermodel cannot beused.

Instead, they produced an extended version of Archie’s law for

two conducting phases where each phase had an exponent that

described its degree of connection, and the two exponents were

related to each other Glover et al. (2000a). This, so-called, mod-

ified Archie’s law (MAL) not onlyhas two conducting phases, but

also allows the electrical connectedness of the two phases to be

varied, so different geometries can be modeled.

The derivation of modified Archie’s law is heuristic and

makes an important assumption that electrical conduction in

each of two conducting phases that completely describe the

porous medium can be considered independently. In other

words, any mathematical description does not contain a term

describing the interaction between the phases. Formally, such a

term is written as a Stieltjes integral. That the conduction in the

two phases can be considered independently does not of

course imply that the two conduction paths are independent.

Conduction may start off in Phase 1 and cross over into Phase

2 and back again many times, just that when the conduction

occurs in Phase 1, it is governed by Phase 1 properties and

likewise for Phase 2. When current passes from Phase 1 to

Phase 2, whatever perturbation that has on the conductivity

of the whole rock is canceled out by the currents passing from

Phase 2 to Phase 1 in other parts of the rock. It is hypothesized

that this canceling of the interaction terms is fundamentally a

consequence of Gauss’ law. The result is that each of the phases

can be described by an Archie-like term:

sr ¼ s1f
p
1 +s2f

m
2 [40]

where there are two phases (subscripted 1 and 2), each phase

has a volume fraction f1 and f2, respectively, and each has an

intrinsic conductivity s1 and s2, respectively. Phase 1 has an

exponent p and Phase 2 has an exponent m, using the symbol-

ogy of the original paper (Glover et al., 2000a). In the usual

interpretation, Phase 1 is the matrix and Phase 2 is the fluid

that occupies the pores of the rocks; hence, eqn [40] becomes

sr ¼ smatrix 1�fð Þp +sffm [41]

where f is the porosity of the porous medium, smatrix is the

conductivity of the rock matrix, and sf is that of the fluid

occupying the pores. The application for which the modified

Archie’s law was developed, however, did not have an aqueous

pore fluid. For that application, Phase 1 was hot crustal rock

whose conductivity was described using equations of the form

of eqn [11] for continental crustal lithologies, and Phase 2 was

melt (Glover et al., 2000b).

The modified Archie’s law has two exponents, each of

which describes the electrical connectedness of its phase, and

this allows a range of behaviors including that which approx-

imates to the HS upper bound/Waff model (m¼1.15–1.25)

and the HS lower bound (m¼1.8–3). Table 3 shows a full set

of approximations of the modified Archie’s law to various

other models. The first part of Figure 10 includes one curve

using the MAL with a cementation exponent of the second

phase equal to 1.5. It is interesting to note that the MAL

behaves in general like the geometric models, but its position

between the parallel and the perpendicular models is defined

by the cementation exponent of the second phase. This behav-

ior is shown clearly in the second part of Figure 10, which

compares the behavior of the conventional and modified

Archie’s laws for four values of cementation exponent.

The two exponents in the modified Archie’s law are not

independent of each other. Just in the way that the volume

fractions of the two phases always sum to unity, there is a finite

connectedness available to the three-dimensional rock. This

means that if one phase, say, Phase 1, increases its connected-

ness (i.e., the exponent p decreases), the connectedness of

Phase 2 must increase (i.e., the exponent m increases), and

vice versa. The two exponents are linked by the relationship

p¼ log 1� wm2
� �

log 1� w2ð Þ [42]

The modified Archie’s law has subsequently been used

successfully from concrete to food engineering.

The question arose naturally whether a form of Archie’s law

for n-conducting phases existed. Following the development of

the concept of connectedness in 2009 (Glover, 2009), such a

law was formulated and partially validated using a numerical

Table 3 Approximation of the modified Archie’s law (MAL) for
various exponents to other models

Approximate modified Archie’s law exponents

Model m

Parallel model 1
Perpendicular model 3–5
Random model 1.7–2.2
Hashin–Shtrikman upper bound/Waff model 1.15–1.25
Hashin–Shtrikman lower bound 1.8–3
Modified brick-layer model 1.15

Where there is a range given, the lower values produce a good fit at low values of the

volume fraction of the phase with the higher conductivity, and the higher values

in the table produce better fits for high values of the volume fraction of the phase with

the higher conductivity.
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approach (Glover, 2010b). This general law will probably

only rarely find an application. However, interestingly, the gen-

eralized Archie’s first law automatically generates the second

Archie’s (saturation) law and seems not to require the concept

of percolation in order to be a complete description of the

electrical conductivity of an n-phase material, geologic or not.

11.04.3.4 Empirical Models for Full Water Saturation

In the literature, there exist a large number of models that have

been developed empirically for a particular company and even

a particular oil or gas field. Once successful in a given field for a

given company, they are often applied elsewhere without con-

sideration of their validity. These equations should generally

be avoided.

Company models are generally the same form as Archie’s

law, but with particular values for a and m. Examples include

the ‘Humble’ formula (a¼0.62, m¼2.15), which was devel-

oped for the Humble Oil Company by Winsauer et al. (1952)

from 30 samples (28 sandstones, 1 limestone, and 1 uncon-

solidated sandstone) and the Tixier equation (a¼0.81, m¼2),

which uses the same data and forces m¼2. Other equations

which are based onmore data include that of Carothers and his

colleagues who used a database of 793 sandstone samples

(a¼1.45, m¼1.54) and the Shell formula, which was devel-

oped for low-porosity (<9%) unfractured carbonates (a¼1,

m¼1.87+0.019/f). This model is one of the many that use an

empirical relationship to obtain the cementation exponent and

then use that cementation exponent within Archie’s law.

Others include Focke and Munn (1987), Nugent et al.

(1978), Nurmi and Frisinger (1983), and Rasmus (1983).

These models were often not intended for general applica-

tion, but have subsequently been applied generally. They have

no scientific merit in themselves, and most of them represent

specific cases of Archie’s first law. It is best to regard them as

obsolete and use one of the other more appropriate models

given in Table 2.

11.04.3.5 Shaley Sand Water Saturation Equations

Most shales have moderately low resistivities, which can be

seen on any resistivity log, and log analysts explain the fact

by attributing the extra conduction to absorbed waters on clay

surfaces. This is a simplistic way of explaining effects that we

now describe using electrical double- and triple-layer models

(e.g., Revil and Glover, 1997, 1998; Revil and Leroy, 2004).

The presence of clays as a component of shaley sandstones

introduces an extra conductivity contribution that should be

combined with the conductivity of the pore formation water in

detailed reservoir analysis. If no account is taken of the extra

conductivity in a shaley sand zone by using the simple com-

bined Archie’s equation [32] to calculate water saturation, the

result will be an overestimation of water saturation, since

the resistivities have been reduced below their true values by

the conductivity of the shale component. Hence, potentially

economic hydrocarbon-bearing intervals may be missed.

There are two main families of resistivity model for partially

saturated shaley sandstones. Both have developed from Archie’s

equations and accommodate the conductivity effects of clay

minerals in order that more accurate water saturations may be

computed (Worthington, 1985). All the models consider that

the shale is a homogeneous conductive medium and add the

conductivity of the shale fraction (Vsh) to Archie’s law compo-

nent of conductivity. These equations have the form

st ¼ sclean +sshale [43]

where the total conductivity of the rock st is composed of that

which it would have if it were clay-free sclean plus that associ-

ated with the shales sshale. Although the physical basis of these

models is incorrect because the shale and pore fluid contribu-

tions do not, in general, occur in parallel and independently,

the equations often provide approximate solutions to water

saturation, especially when the equation parameters are

adjusted so that the results conform to local water saturation

data measured from cores or production tests. Table 4 shows

some of the main models of this type.

All but two of the models in Table 4 assume that pore fluid-

mediated conduction and shale-mediated conduction (what-

ever its physical mechanism) are independent, occur in

parallel, and hence can be described by a sum of conductivities.

One would expect that these models perform better in laminar

or layered shales. The two remaining models (Waxman and

Smits (1968) and the dual-water model (Clavier et al., 1977;

Coates et al., 1983)) are also formed by a sum of conductivi-

ties, which would imply parallel conducting mechanisms, but

their use of different formation factors allows them to also

perform well where the clay is distributed throughout the

rock in a dispersed manner or is part of the rock structure.

It has been pointed out that none of these models are

correct in a theoretical sense (Doveton, 2001), but in approx-

imating the theoretical behavior, some can provide fairly accu-

rate solutions for the hydrocarbon industry. Some of these

equations are still widely used because of their relative simplic-

ity and limited demands on additional input parameters.

One of the most commonly used equations of this type is

the Simandoux equation (Simandoux, 1963). The original

equation contained a factor e, where e¼1 when Sw¼1 and

e<1 when Sw<1. In fact, it is usually the modified Simandoux

equation (Bardon and Pied, 1969) that is used these days. In

this model, e¼Sw. The modified Simandoux equation can be

written in a generalized polynomial form that makes it easier

to implement numerically and accounts for saturation expo-

nents other than n¼2:

Snw +
Vshrwf

�m

rsh

� �
Sw� rwf

�m

rt
¼ 0 [44]

It is known that the Simandoux equation tends to underes-

timate the water saturation in oil reservoirs (Doveton, 2001;

Smith and Rouleau, 1977). The underestimation of water sat-

uration leads to an overestimation of the oil saturation that

Doveton (2001) has suggested has been a possible reason for

the popularity of the equation.

The Simandoux and Bardon and Pierre equations make a

number of assumptions. First, the clean and shaley contribu-

tions can be considered to be independent and arranged elec-

trically in parallel, leading to the conductivities being summed.

Second, the shale fraction has a very good connectedness for

both the shale volume and the water associated with that shale,

as indicated by the unity exponents for Vsh and Sw in the

second term (cf. Table 4). Examination of the other equations

of this type shows the first assumption also applies to them,

while the second assumption applies to most. The Hossin
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(1960) model is the exception, associating a smaller connect-

edness to the shale volume as indicated by the exponent 2.

The Waxman and Smits (1968) and dual-water (Clavier

et al., 1977) models are based on the ionic double layer

observed in shaley sandstones. In reality, the conductivity of

the shale component is a function of the CECs of the various

types and abundances of clayminerals that are present. Since the

cations are exchanged primarily at broken bonds on mineral

surfaces, the phenomenon tends to be surface area-dependent

rather than controlled simply by the volume of clay minerals.

This implies that fine-grained clay has a higher exchange capac-

ity than a coarse-grained form of the same clay volume, and this

observation is confirmed by experimental data. In fact, surface

conduction studies can now benefit from electrochemical

modeling of the electrical double or triple layer structures that

form at mineral/fluid interfaces (see Section 11.04.4) and it

turns out that clays have higher-surface-conductivity contribu-

tions than a silica matrix not because their surfaces are intrinsi-

cally more conductive, but because they have large internal

surface areas (Revil and Leroy, 2001).

The problem with the Waxman and Smits model is that it

contains parameters that cannot be obtained from borehole

measurements, which give only the approximate volume of

shale and the total porosity of the rock. Neither is there any

estimation of grain or pore size from downhole measurements.

The CEC can be measured in the laboratory (see Ross and

Ketterings, 2011 for a summary of the different methods),

albeit on crushed rock samples that may or may not represent

the in situ reality. Consequently, the model equations that use

cation-exchange data have been modified to variants that sub-

stitute quantities that can be measured on logs as surrogate

variables. The most widely known of these is the dual-water

model introduced by Clavier et al. (1977), which, when gen-

eralized, takes the form

Snwt� Sb 1� arw
rb

	 
� �
Swt� arwf

m
t

rt
¼ 0 [45]

where rb¼rshftsh
2, Sb¼Vshftsh/ft, and ft¼feff+Vshftsh and

where rb is bound-water resistivity, Sb is bound-water satura-

tion, Swt is total water saturation (including Sb), ftsh is shale

porosity (some weighted average of the neutron and density

porosities of shale), feff is effective porosity, ft is total porosity

(including the shale porosity term), and a is Winsauer et al.’s

(1952) modification to Archie’s law.

Although the Simandoux and dual-water equations were

developed from different models, they do have a number of

features in common (and with many other shaley sandstone

equations):

1. At zero shale content, the equations collapse to the

combined Archie’s equation (although often with the satu-

ration exponent n set to 2).

2. The equation forms can be written as polynomials and

solved reiteratively.

Table 4 A selection of shaley rock water saturation models (arranged in chronological order)

Models Equation in terms of resistivity Equation in terms of conductivity Reference

Poupon et al. 1

rt
¼ 1� Vshð ÞS2w

Frw
+
Vsh
rsh

st ¼ 1� Vshð ÞS2w
F

sw + Vshssh Poupon et al. (1954)

Hossin
1

rt
¼ S2w

Frw
+
V2
sh

rsh
st ¼ S2w

F
sw + V2

shssh Hossin (1960)

Simandoux
1

rt
¼ S2w

Frw
+
eVsh
rsh

st ¼ S2w
F
sw + eVshssh Simandoux (1963)

Waxman and
Smits

1

rt
¼ S2w

F*rw
+
BQvSw
F*

st ¼ S2w
F*

sw +
BQvSw
F*

Waxman and Smits (1968)

Modified
Simandoux

1

rt
¼ S2w

Frw
+
Vsh Sw
rsh

st ¼ S2w
F
sw + VshsshSw Bardon and Pied (1969)

Indonesia
equation

1

rt
¼ S2w

Frw
+ 2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
V 2�Vshð Þ
sh

Frwrsh

s2

4

3

5S2w +
V 2�Vshð Þ
sh S2w
rsh

st ¼ S2w
F
sw + 2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
swsshV

2�Vshð Þ
sh

F

s2

4

3

5S2w + sshV
2�Vshð Þ

sh S2w Poupon and Leveaux
(1971)

Schlumberger
1

rt
¼ S2w

F 1� Vshð Þrw
+
Vsh Sw
rsh

st ¼ S2w
F 1� Vshð Þsw + Vsh sshSw Schlumberger (1972)

Dual Water
Equation

1

rt
¼ S2w

Forw
+

1

rbw
� 1

rf

	 

VoQvSw

Fo
st ¼ S2w

Fo
sw +

sbw�swð ÞVoQvSw
Fo

Clavier et al. (1977)

Juhasz
1

rt
¼ S2w

Frw
+

1

Fshrsh
� 1

rw

	 

Vsh fshSw

f
st ¼ S2w

F
sw +

ssh
Fsh

� sw

	 

Vsh fshSw

f
Juhasz (1981)

rt is the total resistivity of the material (Om), rf is the resistivity of the aqueous pore fluid (Om), rsh is the resistivity of the shale (clay) (Om), rbw is the resistivity of the bound water
in the dual-water model (Om), the analogous symbols with s replacing r refer to the equivalent conductivities, Sw is the saturation of the aqueous fluid (dimensionless), Vsh is

the volume fraction of shale (clay) in the material (dimensionless), Vo is the volume of shale associated with one coulomb of excess charge (m
3 C�1), e is an ad hoc constant in the

original model (dimensionless), F is the formation factor (dimensionless), F* is the shaley sand formation factor (dimensionless), Fo is the formation factor associated with the

total porosity (dimensionless), Qv is the excess of surface charge due to adsorption of ions within the electrical double or triple layer normalized by pore volume (C m�3), B is ionic

surface mobility (m2 s�1 V�1), f is the porosity of the sample (dimensionless), and fsh is that of the shale component (dimensionless).
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3. The input shale properties are typically drawn from shales

between the reservoir units, which may not be representa-

tive of clays within the reservoir zones.

11.04.4 Surface Conduction

11.04.4.1 The Electrical Double Layer and Surface
Conduction

11.04.4.1.1 The electrical double layer (EDL)
When a freshly broken mineral surface is exposed to an aque-

ous pore fluid, it attracts and adsorbs positive and negative

ions from the fluid (Adamson, 1976; Davis and Kent;, 1990;

Dukhin and Derjaguin, 1974; Glover et al., 1994; Hunter,

1981; Sposito, 1989). In the following discussion, we consider

a silica surface. However, the same approach may be taken for

any mineral, for example, Revil and Leroy (2001) who applied

a triple-layer model to clay minerals.

A quartz surface, such as that shown in green in Figure 11,

provides two types of neutral surface group on the silica sur-

face, a doubly coordinated siloxal>Si2O
o group, which can be

considered inert and is not shown in the figure, and a singly

coordinated silanol>SiOHo group (where> represents the

matrix) (e.g., Iler, 1979; Revil and Glover, 1997, 1998; Revil

et al., 1999a). The silanol group reacts readily to give>SiOH2
+

when pH<pHpzc and >SiO� when pH>pHpzc. Both of these

are shown in the inner Stern layer in Figure 11, noting that the

negative group is surrounded by a hydration shell. The pHpzc is

the pH at which the surface has no net charge (i.e., [>SiOH2
+]

¼[>SiO�], where the square brackets indicate concentration)

and is called the point of zero charge. For quartz, pHpzc�3

(Lorne et al., 1999a,b).

These surface sites, which form the inner Stern layer, react

with ionic species in the bulk fluid. If we consider a 1:1 elec-

trolyte with single-valency anions and cations, such as NaCl,
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and we consider a geologically reasonable pore fluid pH range

of 6–8, the surface reactions can be written as (Davis et al.,

1978; Revil and Glover, 1997; Revil et al., 1999a,b)

> SiOHo ,
K �ð Þ

> SiO� +H+ [46]

and

> SiOHo +Me+ ,KMe

> SiOMeo +H+ [47]

where the metal cation is Me+, for example, Na+, K+, or some

other single-valence cation. The positive surface site>SiOH2
+

does not occur in eqns [46] and [47] because at pH>6,

[>SiOH2
+]�0. Hence, there result three types of site, two

neutral ones (>SiOHo and >SiOMeo) and one negative

(>SiO�) (Revil and Glover, 1997; Revil et al., 1999a,b). The

metal ions that take part in these surface adsorption reactions

form the outer Stern layer, as shown in Figure 11.

The position of the equilibrium of eqn [46] is given by the

disassociation constant for dehydrogenization of silanol sur-

face sites K(–). If K(–) is large, eqn [46] has an equilibrium

towards the right, giving very many more>SiO� sites than

>SiOHo sites, and vice versa. The position of the equilibrium

in eqn [47] is given by the binding constant for cation

(sodium) adsorption on quartz KMe. If KMe is large, eqn [47]

has an equilibrium towards the right, where there are very

many more >SiOMeo sites than >SiOHo sites, and vice versa.

So K(–) and KMe describe the relative concentrations of the

three surface sites. They are unitless.

The final parameter of interest is the total surface site den-

sity Gs
o (in m�2), which is the sum of the surface site densities

for each of the three types of surface site. For quartz and most

geologic pore fluids (where pH�pHpzc). K(–) is large and the

inner Stern layer has an overall negative charge, which attracts

cations from the bulk fluid. This is a self-limiting process

because the number of negative sites is limited. However, the

bulk fluid becomes depleted to some extent in cations. This

depleted zone is called the diffuse layer as shown in Figure 11.

It should be noted that the ions in the outer Stern layer are not

usually considered to be mobile, while the ions that make up

the diffuse layer are mobile.

The adsorbed ions of the outer Stern layer are not sufficient to

balance the negative surface charge associated with inner Stern

layer. Hence, the net charge of the two Stern layers remains

slightly negative as shown by the bottom portion of Figure 11.

It is this negative charge that attracts cations from the bulk

solution and ultimately generates a diffuse layer that is depleted

in cations.

The global requirement for electrical neutrality ensures that

the depletion is greatest near the Stern plane and reduces

exponentially with distance from the Stern plane until the

diffuse layer blends seamlessly with the bulk fluid. During

this process, the electric potential reduces exponentially until

it reaches zero in the bulk fluid as shown in the bottom portion

of Figure 11.

11.04.4.1.2 Thickness of the electrical double layer
Since the diffuse layer has no well-defined boundary towards

the bulk fluid, its width is difficult to define. The traditional

measure of the width of the diffuse layer is the Debye screening

length that is given by

wd ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
eoerkbT

2000Ne2If

s

[48]

where eo¼8.854�10�12 Fm�1 is the electric permittivity

in vacuo of the fluid (Lide, 2012), er is the relative electric

permittivity of the fluid (no units), T is the temperature

(in K), and If is the ionic strength, which is given by

If ¼ 1

2

Xn

i

Z2
i C

f
i [49]

where there are i ionic species in solution, Zi is the valency of

each ionic species, and Ci
f is the concentration of each ionic

species in solution. The factor of 2000 arises due to the units

for ionic strength here being mol l�1. This equation is often

found cited with a 2 in place of the 2000, in which case the

units for If would be mol m�3.

In most geologic fluids in the upper crust the ionic contribu-

tion to fluid conductivity from acid ions [H3O
+] and alkali ions

[OH�] are much smaller than the contribution from the elec-

trolyte, for example, [Na+] and [Cl�] and for anNaCl electrolyte.

Hence, for the most common scenarios where Cf>10�5 mol l�1

and 5<pH<9, we can say that If�Cf. In fact, recent experimen-

tal studies have shown that it is extremely difficult to have a pore

fluid with Cf<10�5 mol l�1 in full chemical equilibrium with a

sandstone (Walker et al., 2014) because the salinity of the fluid

is raised by dissolution. It is likely that this observation is also

true for many other rock types, making the approximation

If�Cf valid in most geologic scenarios.

The most common measure of the effective width of the

diffuse layer is twice the Debye screening length (e.g., Revil and

Glover, 1997). Figure 12 shows how the Debye screening length

and the effective width of the diffuse layer vary with the salinity

of the bulk fluid. The diffuse layer is thicker at low salinities than

at high salinities. This is simple to explain physically: A low-

salinity bulk fluid has fewer cations per unit volume than a

high-salinity fluid. Hence, it will take a greater volume of low-

salinity fluid to provide cations to adsorb to the surface and to

completely saturate all the surface sites thanwould be the case for

a high-salinity fluidwithmore cations per unit volume. Since the

area of the rock–fluid interface is fixed, the diffuse layer must be

thicker for low-salinity fluid.
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Figure 12 Characteristic length scales related to the electrical double
layer in saturated porous media.
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For low-salinity fluids and rocks with small pore sizes, it is

possible for the width of two diffuse layers (one associated

with each of two opposing grains of the rock) to be larger

than the distance between the grains. In this case, there is no

bulk fluid and all of the fluid between the two grains is com-

posed of the diffuse layers of each EDL. Since the diffuse layer is

charged (positively for silica geologic pHs), ions of the same

charge can be excluded from entering these pores and pore

throats, with the overlapping diffuse layers acting as a charge

selective barrier. Such a scenario can occur in clay-rich rocks or

clay concentrations within heterogeneous reservoir rocks.

For all salinities, the thickness of the diffuse layer is signif-

icantly larger than the thickness of the Stern layer (the blue line

in Figure 12), which may be taken as being of the order of the

diameter of a hydrated metal ion (viz., 10�10 m).

Figure 12 also shows the distance of the shear plane from

the Stern plane wz¼2.4�10�10 m (the green line in Figure 12),

which was calculated by Revil and Glover (1997) and the

Bjerrum length (the red line in Figure 12). The Bjerrum

length lb is the distance at which the electrostatic interaction

between the two elementary charges is comparable in magni-

tude to the thermal energy scale. It is given by lb¼e2/4pereokbT.
For an aqueous solution of NaCl, we find that the Bjerrum

length remains constant at lb¼7.16�10�10 m for salinities

less than about 0.1 mol l�1, increasing substantially as salinity

increases past 0.1 mol l�1 until it reaches a value of

13.5�10�10 m at 3.98 mol l�1.

At length scales larger than lb, fluid ions are more affected

by thermal agitation than the presence of the Stern layer. At

length scales smaller than lb, fluid ions are significantly

affected by the presence of the Stern layer. Indeed, the local

field strength is sufficient to alter the viscosity and the per-

mittivity of the fluid considerably. It should be noted that

the Bjerrum length is greater than the EDL thickness for all

salinities greater than about 0.55 mol l�1 (dashed line in

Figure 12). In other words, interionic electrostatic interac-

tions are significant for the entire EDL, including all of its

mobile fraction (w>wz¼2.4�10�10 m) for salinities greater

than 0.55 mol l�1, and it is these electrostatic interactions

that may increase the viscosity of the fluid in the double

layer and decrease the local permittivity.

11.04.4.2 Basic Theory of Surface Conduction

Originally, it was thought that surface conduction was only

significantly developed in clays where the presence of Al3+ ions

in place of Si4+ ions led to a charge deficit that was counter-

balanced by the adsorption of cations from solution that then

took part in surface conduction. The description in the previ-

ous section updates this view by making the process general to

all minerals. Further development stemmed from the approach

taken by Waxman and Smits (1968), whose model has already

been mentioned in Sections 11.04.2.4 and 11.04.3.5.

11.04.4.2.1 Waxman and Smits model
It became increasingly clear throughout the 1950s and 1960s

that Archie’s simple empirical laws could not be applied to

rocks that contained substantial clay fractions because of the

significant surface conduction they exhibited. One of the first,

empirical, and most successful formulations to overcome this

problem was proposed by Waxman and Smits (1968), who

included a surface conduction term in Archie’s equation:

seff ¼ 1

F*
sf +BQvð Þ [50]

The extra surface conduction is accounted for by the term

BQv, where B (in Sm2mequiv.�1) represents the mobility of

surface cations and Qv (in mequiv.m�3) is the volume concen-

tration of clay exchange cations (mequiv.¼milliequivalents).

Both parameters are usually obtained by fitting the model to

experimental data, but the CEC is sometimes measured inde-

pendently. It is worth noting that the single value for the Wax-

man and Smits formation factor F* shows that the model

assumes that the pathways for conduction through the bulk

fluid and via surface conductivity are the same.

The critical point in the Waxman and Smits model is that

the surface conduction term is composed of the product of an

element that describes the number density of charge carriers on

the mineral surface, which is represented by Qv, and an ele-

ment describing the mobility of those ions, which is repre-

sented by B.

11.04.4.2.2 Ionic surface electrical conduction models
In 1994, Glover et al. (1994) recognized that a model for

surface conduction would have to describe the theoretical

framework behind both the number density and the mobility

of surface charge carriers. Restricting themselves to the first of

these challenges Glover et al. (1994) attempted to create a

model to calculate the concentration of surface charge carriers,

which they called ISCOM1 (ionic surface concentration

model). This basic model was quickly superseded by a full

model for surface conduction that grew from ISCOM1 but

that took account of the full expression of the electrical double

layer and included surface mobilities (Revil and Glover, 1997,

1998; Revil et al., 1999a,b). Various versions of the latter model

now exist and are widely applied for expressing the surface

conduction in porous media (e.g., Revil and Leroy, 2001).

11.04.4.3 Application to Clean Rocks

An application of the Revil and Glover (1997) model to clean

quartz-dominated rocks can be found in the last part of that

paper. The equations are developed for a quartz matrix

immersed in an electrolyte. The application of the Revil and

Glover approach allows the calculation of the Stern plane

potential (Figure 13) and hence the surface charge density as

a function of pH and electrolyte salinity (Figure 14).

The use of these parameters allows the calculation of the

electrical conductivity of the rock as a function of salinity and

pH once certain microstructurally defined parameters are

known (Figure 15). These parameters are the formation factors

related to electrical transport through the bulk pore fluid

and via surface conduction and their respective length scales.

Figure 15 shows a comparison of the model for all the surface

sites on the quartz being negative (the situation in the previous

theory by Glover et al., 1994), which is shown by the dotted

line, and the more sophisticated Revil and Glover (1997)

model. The latter model is now used more commonly.
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11.04.4.4 Application to Clay-Rich Rocks

The electrical conductivity of clays is a far more difficult problem

due to the variability of both the composition and the structure

of the clay minerals. Initially, the problem was approached

using a macroscopic model (Revil and Glover, 1998; Revil

et al., 1998), but subsequent works by Revil and Leroy (e.g.,

Leroy and Revil, 2004; Revil and Leroy, 2001, 2004) have led to

a full theoretical understanding of the electrochemical proper-

ties of clay minerals and ionic transport in porous shales.

11.04.5 Frequency-Dependent Electrical Properties

So far, we have only considered steady-state electrical flow, that

is, when a constant potential difference is applied to a material

and a constant electric current flows. Often, the applied poten-

tial will vary with time, either as a transient or with a regular

repeating manner such as a harmonic pattern. This section

considers such time-dependent behavior. The theoretical

description of such behavior needs to take account of the fact

that current flow may not keep in step with the applied poten-

tial difference due to the way that a material may store charge

over short timescales or the fact that some electrochemical

processes take time to occur.

There are two processes, (i) the transport of charge, which is

described by the electrical conductivity of a material, and

(ii) charge storage, which is described by the dielectric polari-

zation of a material.

These two process are described fundamentally by

J
!¼ s E

!
[51]

and

D
!¼ e E

!
[52]

where E
!
is the electric field strength (in V m�1), J

!
is the current

density (in A m�2),D
!
is the electrical displacement (in C m�2),

s is the electrical conductivity (in S m�1), and e is the dielectric
permittivity (in F m�1), which is often written as the product of

the permittivity of free space and the dimensionless relative

permittivity or dielectric constant of the material er; hence,
e¼ eoer. The electric field strength, current density, and electri-

cal displacement are vectors, while the electrical conductivity

and dielectric permittivity are frequency-dependent tensors

that take account of the anisotropy of the material.
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11.04.5.1 Complex Conduction

The conductive aspect of charge movement, described by [51],

can be described using a complex conductivity (Guéguen and

Palciauskas, 1994):

es¼ s0 + is00 [53]

where i¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi�1
p

. We will use the convention that all complex

quantities have a superscripted tilde. Hence, the complex con-

ductivity is equal to the sum of the real (s
0
) part and the

imaginary (is
00
) part.

Since the electrical resistivity is the inverse of the conduc-

tivity, we may also write (Guéguen and Palciauskas, 1994)

er¼ es�1 ¼ r0 � ir00 [54]

The real part of the complex conductivity describes

energy transport, while the imaginary part describes energy

dissipation.

11.04.5.2 Dielectric Permittivity and Polarization

When an electric potential difference is applied to a geo-

material, charges move in response to the electric field. Mobile

charges form an electric current that is described by the con-

ductivity of the material, while bound charges also move

within their ability to give a polarization of charges.

For example, the electrons that surround the atom of a

molecule redistribute themselves with respect to an applied

electric field, and the electron ‘cloud’ becomes distorted

towards the positive of the applied external field. This is called

electronic polarization. From a distance, the atom has been

polarized with a slight excess of negative charge facing the

positive of the external field and a slight excess of positive

charge facing the negative pole of the applied field. Electrons

have a small mass, and hence, the polarization occurs very

quickly (of the order of 10�15 s). This is called the ‘relaxation

time’ of the process. The relaxation time associated with elec-

tron polarization is the same order as the period of visible light.

It is for this reason that the electronic contribution to permit-

tivity is related to the refractive index, n, of amaterial (er¼1/n2).

Hence, the permittivity from this source for most solid mate-

rials is in the range 1–4.

There are other sources of polarization and each operates at

a different timescale. The next process, in order of increasing

timescale, is atomic or ionic polarization, where atoms or ions

in crystalline and amorphous solids polarize with respect to an

applied electric field. As ions are heavier than electrons, the

relaxation time for this process is longer (10�12–10�13 s), but

still very fast. The permittivity from this source is in the range

1–11. At microwave frequencies and below (i.e., less than

1012 Hz), we can say that most solid materials, including all

minerals, have a relative permittivity of about 4–15 because

relative permittivities from different sources add algebraically.

Dipolar polarization is another process, this time affecting

materials that already have polar molecules. These polar mol-

ecules align themselves with an applied electric field. Once

again, the timescale is slower (10�8 to 10�12 s), which reflects

the masses of the polar molecules and the ease with which they

may rotate. These polarizations can be large (5–100). The

relative permittivity of water (	80) is due to electronic

polarization and dipolar polarization, of which the latter is

by far the largest contributor, while that of most oils is about

2 because oils contain almost no polar substances and the

permittivity is controlled by electronic polarization.

Heterogeneous materials, which include all rocks, have an

additional mechanism that is associated with mobile charge

carriers that become stuck at or accumulate at interfaces. This

occurs in porous and cracked rocks where ions in the pore fluid

respond to the application of an external electric field, but solid

mineral grains get in the way. Ions accumulate near the grain

surface and their charge counteracts further motion of ions.

The process is sometimes called the Maxwell–Wagner process,

but this term was originally coined for a material consisting of

one material of one relative permittivity dispersed in another

of a second relative permittivity. It is also called interfacial

polarization. Interfacial polarization has a relaxation time of

10�3 to 10�6 s and can be very large. Values of the order

of 1000 are not unusual, which is much larger than the relative

permittivity of water (	80) or mineral grains (	4–15). Hence,

we can say that, as far as relative permittivity is concerned, the

heterogeneity and arrangement of the materials that make up a

geomaterial are much more important than the relative per-

mittivities of its individual components. Recently, there has

been an upsurge in work on dispersion mechanisms in porous

media. Particular attention is now being paid to polarization

processes occurring in the Stern layer of the electrical double
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Figure 15 The effective electrical conductivity for a quartz rock
saturated with a monovalent electrolyte at pH¼7 and T¼25 °C as a
function of the electrolyte conductivity calculated from the Revil
and Glover (1997) theory. The dotted line is the relationship with a quartz
surface saturated with negative sites as in the Glover et al. (1994)
model, and the solid line is the Revil and Glover (1997) theory. Symbols F
and f are the formation factors that relate to conduction through the
bulk fluid and associated with surface conduction, respectively (cf. eqn
[38]). L and l are the characteristic length scales associated with
conduction through the bulk fluid and associated with surface
conduction, respectively (cf. eqn [39]). Reproduced from Revil A and
Glover PWJ (1997) Theory of ionic-surface electrical conduction
in porous media. Physical Review B - Condensed Matter and Materials
Physics 55(3): 1757–1773.
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layer or the electrical triple layer (Revil and Florsch, 2010; Revil

and Skold, 2011; Schmutz et al., 2010; Skold et al., 2011).

Electron, atomic, dipolar, and interfacial dispersion mecha-

nisms are shown in the classic diagram (Figure 16). Here, the

relative size and frequency of each process are shown (e.g.,

Izgorodina, et al., 2009). At frequencies above about 1015 Hz,

only electronic polarization (e0e) contributes to the permittivity.

As frequency reduces to about 1012 Hz, atomic polarization (e0a)
also contributes and is added to the electronic contribution.

Further decrease in frequency to radiofrequencies sees dipolar

contributions (e0dip) added to the permittivity, and finally, at

low frequencies, we see the addition of interfacial polarization

(e’MW). This diagram implies that the permittivity that one must

use in any application should be chosen with care, taking into

account the frequency range in which one works.

Figure 16 also shows a fifth process called electrode polar-

ization. This is not a property of the material itself, but repre-

sents a technical difficulty in making measurements of

the electrical properties of geomaterials. It is shown in the

figure as a broken line to indicate that it is an artifact and to

show where it would manifest itself if it were present in mea-

surements. It arises from the electrochemical reactions that

occur at the surface of the electrodes that transport current

into and out of the sample rather than any process in the

sample itself. In an electrical measurement on a rock the cur-

rent is carried by a flow of electrons in the wires of the mea-

surement device and the electrodes, but is carried by ions in the

electrolyte which occupies the pores. The transfer of charge

occurs at the electrode surface through equations such as

e� +Na+ $ Na [55]

Here, the electron provided by the electrode reacts with the

sodium ion from the solution that has been attracted to the

electrode and neutralizes it, thus facilitating electrical flow in

the pore fluid. The trouble is that these processes take time to

occur causing charge to build up at the electrode surface which

repels further charges and reduces current flow. The relaxation

time is large compared to the processes mentioned previously.

Hence, electrode polarization can be a significant problem for

measurements made at frequencies lower than about 200 Hz.

There is now growing evidence that other processes exist at

lower frequencies still. These are not shown in Figure 16. Electro-

chemical polarization can occur in the Stern layer of the electrical

double or triple layer that coats the grain surfaces. Leroy et al.

(2008)measured a dispersion associatedwith particle size occur-

ring at about 75 mHz for a random pack of spherical grains of

modal grain size 187.5 mm and another dispersion that they

associated with the characteristic size of asperities on the surface

of their grains (i.e., surface roughness) at about 20 Hz, to which

they attributed a characteristic scale of 12 mm. A modeling study

by Volkmann and Klitzsch (2010) also showed the presence of a

low-frequency dispersion, but at slightly higher frequencies.

The existence of these low-frequency polarization mecha-

nisms shows that it is extremely important to control electrode

polarization. Section 11.04.5.7 discusses several methods for

reducingor removing electrodepolarization frommeasurements.

11.04.5.3 Dielectric Permittivity Models

Figure 16 only shows the real part of the permittivity. In reality,

the permittivity is a complex quantity in the same way as the

conductivity and resistivity. It can be written as

ee¼ e0 � ie00 [56]

The classical model for describing the transition of permit-

tivity due to each of the polarization processes is that of the
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Figure 16 Dielectric polarization processes (e.g., Izgorodina et al., 2009). The dashed line shows where electrode polarization would manifest itself.
This is a measurement artifact and hence shown with a dashed line.
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Nobel laureate Peter Debye (Debye, 1929), who developed a

model for dipolar liquids and a single relaxation time (i.e., one

polarization process with a well-defined timescale):

ee oð Þ¼ e1 +
eo� e1
1+ iot

[57]

where o is the angular frequency (¼2pf in rad s�1), t is the

relaxation time (s), and eo and e1 are the values of permittivity

at low and high frequencies with respect to the critical frequency

(ocrit¼t�1). While the Debye model was developed for dipolar

polarization, it has alsobeen applied toother polarizationmech-

anisms. Equation [57] can be separated into its real and imagi-

nary parts (Guéguen and Palciauskas, 1994):

e0 oð Þ¼ e1 +
eo� e1
1+o2t2

[58]

and

e00 oð Þ¼ eo� e1ð Þot
1+o2t2

[59]

The real and imaginary parts of permittivity according to the

Debye model are shown in Figure 17. The solid blue line shows

how thenormalized in-phase permittivity varies between0 and1.

The imaginary part of the permittivity (in red), which describes

energy loss, peaks at the critical frequency (ocrit¼1/t), and

almost all of the change occurs within one order of magnitude

of the critical frequency. The frequency dependence is also shown

in the form of an argand diagram, where the out-of-phase

(imaginary) relative permittivity is plotted as a function of the

real (in-phase) permittivity. The Debye model plots as a semicir-

cle on an argand diagram, with the center of the circle on the

x-axis as shown by the reference mark in the figure.

Sometimes, there is difficulty in understanding this com-

plex model from a physical point of view. At frequencies

significantly lower than the critical frequency, the polarization

occurs quickly enough for it to always be fully developed.

Hence, the permittivity is described fully by the real (in-

phase) part of the complex permittivity, and the imaginary

part is negligible. At frequencies much higher than the critical

frequency for the polarization process, there is insufficient time

for the polarization to occur at all. Hence, there is no contri-

bution to permittivity from either the in-phase (real) part of

the complex permittivity or the imaginary (out-of-phase) part.

In between, there exist frequencies that are about the same as

the critical frequency. Polarization process that occurs at these

timescales is only partly completed during each cycle of the

applied electric potential difference leading to polarization that

is out of step with the applied field and generates a nonzero

out-of-phase (imaginary) permittivity, which peaks when the

applied frequency is the same as the critical frequency.

Although the Debye model has been applied to interfacial

polarization, it has been recognized that there is a broader

frequency dependence (Chelidze and Guéguen, 1999;

Chelidze et al., 1999) for this process. The broader frequency

dependence probably arises from there being a spectrum of

relaxation times rather than a single relaxation time. It is easy

to imagine that a pore structure that is now widely deemed to

be fractal (Ruffet et al., 1991a) will have relaxation times

associated with interfacial polarization occurring at the differ-

ent scales of structure exhibited by the pores. A modification of

the Debye model by Cole and Cole (1941) takes an ensemble

of relaxation times into account:

ee oð Þ¼ e1 +
eo� e1

1+ iotð Þ1�a [60]

where a can take values between 0, where it is formally the

same as the Debye model, and 1. The angle f (in radians) in

Figure 17 and a are related by a¼2f/p (Glover et al., 1994).

The exponent in the Cole and Cole relationship has been

related to the fractal dimension of the surface of the grains of

the rock by several researchers (see Glover et al., 1994), but

none have been sufficiently supported by experimental evi-

dence to be regarded as credible. The fractal dimension, in

some of these models, tends towards 2 as the salinity of the

pore fluid decreases, which may indicate that the thickness of

the EDL has a role to play.

Figure 17 shows theCole andColemodel as dashed red lines.

It can be seen that the in-phase permittivity varies between the

same (normalized) endpoints more gradually. The peak in the

out-of-phase permittivity is at the critical frequency, but is

broader than the Debye model. The Cole and Cole model also

plots as a semicircle on anarganddiagram, but now, the center of

the semicircle is depressed below the x-axis. The angle f sub-

tended by the line that joins the center to the orgin (er0¼0,er00¼0)

is related to theCole andCole aparameter.Models that are based
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Figure 17 The Debye (solid blue) and Cole and Cole (dashed red)
dispersion models (here, an arbitrary value of a¼0.22 has been used).
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on the approach of Dissado and Hill (1984) have been devel-

oped that relate the Cole and Cole parameter to the fractal

dimension of the grain/fluid interface (Le Méhauté and Crepy,

1983; Ruffet et al., 1991a,b; Wong, 1987).

In 1951, Davidson and Cole (1951) added a third fre-

quency dependence model, which is usually known as the

Cole–Davidson model. The Cole–Davidson model is given by

ee oð Þ¼ e1 +
eo� e1
1+ iotð Þb [61]

where the parameter b varies between 0 and 1. It is rarely fitted

to complex electrical rock data because it is asymmetrical, the

out-of-phase component falling off more slowly at frequencies

above the critical frequency (Lockner and Byerlee, 1985). How-

ever, there are some indications that it may be of use in the

modeling of frequency-dependent electrokinetic measure-

ments (see Section 11.04.6.9).

11.04.5.4 Integrated Conduction and Permittivity

Maxwell recognized that there exist not only electric currents

which arise from the transport of charges ( J
!

cond ¼ s E
!
) but also

what he called displacement currents ( J
!

disp ¼ @D
!
=@t), which

only exist when the applied electric field varies with time. The

total resulting current is the sum of both of these processes:

J
!

total ¼ s E
!

+
@D

!

@t
¼ s E

!
+ e

@ E
!

@t
[62]

If we consider a harmonically varying field (i.e., E¼Eoe
iot),

eqn [62] can be written as

J
!
total ¼ s+ ioeð Þ E! [63]

Then, we can define

J
!
total � stotal E

!� etotal
@ E

!

@t
[64]

where stotal and etotal are the conductivity and permittivity

arising from processes involving conduction and displacement

currents, and hence,

stotal ¼ ioetotal [65]

stotal ¼ s+oe00ð Þ+ ioe0 [66]

and

etotal ¼ e0 � i
oe00 +s

o

	 

[67]

Hence, the complex electrical properties of the rock can be

expressed fully either in permittivity space, in conductivity

space, or as resistivity, depending upon which is easiest in the

given application.

In each of [66] and [67], the term in parentheses describes

the dissipation of energy by conduction currents (s) and dis-

placement currents (oe00). These equations are shown graphi-

cally in Figure 18. Here, it can be seen that the out-of-phase

permittivity that describes energy dissipation has two terms: one

for the displacement currents that peaks at the critical frequency

and is associated with the interplay between polarization at the

critical frequency and the frequency of the applied electric field

er 00, and one for the conduction currents that increases with

decreasing frequency noting that the permittivity is higher for

greater salinities (s/oeo). The contribution from the conductiv-

ity of the rock is particularly important. If the salinity is

increased, the conductivity of the fluid and of the rock increases,

with the s/oeο contribution at any given frequency increasing.

By contrast, decreasing the saturation of the rock, while keeping

the salinity of the saturating fluid constant, decreases the s/oeο
contribution (Knight et al., 1985).

The energy dissipation is characterized by the ratio of the

imaginary part of etotal to its real part or, equivalently, the real

part of stotal to its imaginary part, and this ratio is defined as

equal to tan d, where d is called the loss tangent. Hence,

s+oe00

oe0
� tan d [68]

Large values of tan d indicate high energy loss from the

system.

Equation [68] can be written in the form

tan d� s
oe0

+
e00

e0
[69]

where the first term represents conductive energy loss and the

second term represents energy loss associated with relaxation

processes. At low frequencies, the conductive energy loss

becomes significant if s/e0 �o. For example, for water with a

conductivity of 1 S m�1 (which is roughly that of a 0.1 mol l�1

solution of NaCl at 20 °C) s/e0 �1.4�109rads�1. If the require-

ment for conductive losses to begin to be significant is that the

parameter s/e0 is just bigger than o, which would occur as o
dropped lower than 1.4 Grad s�1 (220 MHz). However, the

requirement is that the parameter s/e0 is much greater than o.
Let us suppose that the much greater than symbol requires one

parameter to be at least two orders ofmagnitude greater than the

other. This would indicate that conductive losses will be signif-

icant for frequencies lower than 14 Mrad s�1 (2.2 MHz).

Electrical data may also be given as the magnitude of the

complex vector together with the phase angle ’ ¼ tan�1(x00/x0),
where x may be conductivity, resistivity, or permittivity.
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Figure 18 The behavior of the electric permittivity of geomaterials as a
function of frequency. The in-phase (real) permittivity is represented by the
solid blue curve. The out-of-phase (imaginary) part, which is associated
with energy dissipation (solid red curve), is made up of a part related to
dissipation due to displacement currents (green dashed line) and due
to conduction currents (black dashed lines). In this example, we have taken
er1¼4 as typical as the permittivity for solid minerals and a value of
ero¼30 to represent the permittivity of a dipolar fluid.
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11.04.5.5 Mixing Models for Complex Electrical Properties

The dielectric response of a geomaterial that is 100% saturated

with a fluid can be considered as a two-componentmixture with

a matrix dielectric constant (relative permittivity) ers and a fluid

dielectric constant (relative permittivity) erf. In general, both are

complex and vary with frequency. However, at the frequencies

less than 100 GHz, we can consider the dielectric constant of the

matrix and that of gases erg and oils ero to be wholly real and

independent of frequency (i.e., ers ¼ ers
0
, erg ¼ erg

0
, and

ero ¼ ero
0
), leaving only the complex dielectric constant of

water erw(o) ¼ erw
0
(o) + ierw

00
(o). At frequencies below the crit-

ical frequency for dipolar relaxation (about 1010 Hz), it is possi-

ble to assume that the imaginary part of the complex dielectric

constant of water is negligible (erw
00 �0), which allows us towrite

erw ¼ e0rw 1� itan dwð Þffi e0rw� i
sw
eoo

[70]

Hence, from the point of view of its constituents, the dielec-

tric response of the fully water saturated rock can be fully

defined by the three parameters, ers
0
, erw

0
, and sw. However,

from the point of view of the saturated rock as an ensemble,

the dielectric constant at low frequencies can also be written as

eerr � e0rr� i
sr
eoo

[71]

where err
0
is the effective dielectric constant of the composite

medium and sr is the effective electrical conductivity of the

composite medium. Since both [70] and [71] must be true for

the same composite medium, it can be inferred that err
0
and sr

depend on the four parameters, o, ers
0
, erw

0
, and sw.

Scaling arguments (Guéguen and Palciauskas, 1994) imply

that the ratio eerr=eers depends only on the ratio eerw=eers and the

volume fractions of the two phases

eerr
eers

¼ f
eerw
eers

,f
	 


[72]

with

eerw
eers

¼ e0rw
e0rs

1� itan dwð Þ and tan dw ¼ sw
oe0rw

[73]

The functional form of f() is determined by the rock

microstructure.

11.04.5.5.1 The CRIM model
One form of f() was arrived at empirically and is most accurate

at very high frequencies (above 100 MHz). This model is called

the complete refractive index method (CRIM) and is given by

ee1=2r ¼ee1=2rw f +ee1=2rs 1�fð Þ [74]

At such high frequencies, the square root of the dielectric

constant is inversely proportional to the phase velocity, which

makes [74] a type of time-average equation describing the

transmission of an electromagnetic wave through a composite

material composed of matrix (1�f)L and pore fluid fL, where
L is the overall length of the sample and f is the porosity.

An interesting feature of the CRIM model is that in the low-

frequency limit, where o!0 and dw!p/2, it collapses to give

s¼swf
2, which is Archie’s first law with a cementation expo-

nent of 2.

11.04.5.5.2 The Lichtenecker–Rother equation
Amore general mixing law that can be applied to permittivities

is the empirical Lichtenecker–Rother equation:

eer ¼
Xn

i¼1

ee1=mri fi

 !m

[75]

where �1�1/m�1 and each phase has a relative permittivity

eeri and a volume fraction fi. This equation simulates mixing of

permittivities between the two extremes where the mixed

phases are arranged in series (1/m¼�1) to parallel (1/m¼1),

with the CRIM model being represented by the value

1/m¼0.5, that is, m¼2. When using this equation, it should

be realized that the value of m may change with frequency.

When used at high frequencies, in dielectric logging, a polari-

zation factor p for the water phase is often included. In this

case, the exponent 1/m becomes p/m, but only for the term

representing the water phase; the exponents of the terms for the

solid and hydrocarbon phases remain 1/m.

11.04.5.6 Modeling the Frequency-Dependent Electrical
Properties of Rocks

There is currently no theoretical model that can predict the

frequency-dependent electrical properties of rocks, which con-

trasts with the models for steady-state conductivity (Archie,

1942; Waxman and Smits, 1968), surface conductivity (Revil

and Glover, 1997), zeta potential (Revil et al., 1998), and

streaming potential coefficients (Glover et al., 2012a).

The traditional approach has been to match experimental

measurements to equivalent electrical circuits composed of

capacitors for charge storage and resistors for energy dissipat-

ing electrical conduction (e.g., Guéguen and Palciauskas, 1994;

Knight et al., 1985; Barsoukov and Macdonald, 2005). Many

such equivalent circuits exist, but it is unclear whether any of

them help further the understanding of the real physical pro-

cess occurring in the rock.

Recent theoretical studies have concentrated on character-

izing the electrical behavior of geomaterials as macroscopic

multicomponent systems over a wide frequency range by com-

bining different influencing polarization mechanisms (e.g., de

Lima and Sharma, 1992; Glover et al., 2006b; Leroy and Revil,

2009; Leroy et al., 2008). Often, these models have been com-

pared to experiments that have measured the frequency-

dependent electrical properties of glass bead packs. Glover

et al. (2006b) combined Debye and Cole and Cole responses

for the permittivity of solid grains, pore fluid, and the fixed and

diffuse layers of an electrical double layer with a conformable

mapping of the Bruggeman–Hanai–Sen effective medium

equation (Glover et al., 2010) to predict the frequency response

of a pack of glass beads of single size with reasonable results.

A much more convincing study was carried out by Leroy et al.

(2008) and Leroy and Revil (2009) who used a triple-layer

model, and were not only able to model the Maxwell–Wagner

response of a bead pack withmultiple bead diameters, but were

also able to take account of the polarization due to roughness

on the bead surfaces (Figure 19).

By contrast, Volkmann and Klitzsch (2010) had focused on

the microscopic effects that cause the polarization at the scale

of single grains or pores. In 1962, Schwarz (1962) studied the

dielectric dispersion of spherical particles in an electrolyte
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solution and found a Debye-type electrical dispersion with a

relaxation time t that depends on the radius of the particle R:

t¼ R2

2mmkT
[76]

where mm is the mechanical surface mobility (in s kg�1) of the

counterions. If one makes an analogy with rocks, one might say

that dispersion processes that occur at a small scale are associated

with small relaxation times (i.e., high frequencies) because the

spatial influence of a process depends upon the duration of

the perturbation for any given mobility and vice versa.

In 1959, Marshall and Madden (1959) developed ‘mem-

brane polarization’ as a mechanism for describing the mecha-

nism of space charge polarization in geomaterials. Their one-

dimensional model consisted of a pore system of alternating

‘active’ and ‘passive’ zones. The ‘active’ zones represent pore

throat passages and are characterized by a reduced anion trans-

port number. As these active zones block anions, they behave

as ion-selective membranes. For small excess electrolyte con-

centrations and electric fields, Marshall and Madden (1959)

solved the dependence of the complex impedance as a function

of the angular frequency and discovered that the relaxation

time is related approximately to the square of the length of

the active and passive pores. An improvement in the model by

Titov et al. (2002) reduced the width and length of the active

zones compared to the passive pores and found that the result-

ing relaxation time is related to the square of the length of the

short narrow active zones. Hence, all three theories suggest a

quadratic dependence of relaxation time on some geometric

length scale of the porous medium, such as pore throat size,

grain size, or pore size. This is analogous to the case for fluid

permeability (Walker and Glover, 2010) and poses the ques-

tion whether there is a direct relationship between the relaxa-

tion time(s) for electrical dispersion in a geomaterial and its

fluid permeability. The prediction that relaxation times are

quadratically related to some geometric length scale has been

confirmed qualitatively by some experimental data. For exam-

ple, Kruschwitz (2007) found an exponent of 2.1 for the

dependence of the Cole–Cole relaxation time tcc on the dom-

inant pore throat diameter. Unfortunately, there are plenty of

other experimental data that indicate the exponent may be as

low as 1.04 (Binley et al., 2005, 2010) to about 3 (Kruschwitz

et al., 2010) or even take a logarithmic form in place of a power

law (Scott and Barker, 2003, 2005; Titov et al., 2010).

Volkmann and Klitzsch (2010) also noted that there is

some evidence for a relationship with the conductivity of the

pore fluid. In order to improve the modeling of the membrane

polarization approach, Volkmann and Klitzsch (2010) imple-

mented it in three different geometric models and included

an electrical double layer. Their finite element modeling

showed there are two dispersion mechanisms at work: one

associated with a phase angle minimum at a high frequency

(approximately 105–107 Hz) and one at lower frequencies

(10�3�104 Hz) as shown in Figure 20. The high-frequency

minimum is associated with the charge buildup at the interface

between materials with different electrical properties. This

process is known as the Maxwell–Wagner polarization and is

described by MWBH theory, which is named after Maxwell

(1873), Wagner (1914), Bruggeman (1935), and Hanai

(1960). Volkmann and Klitzsch (2010) demonstrated that the

high-frequency minimum arose from separation of interfacial

space charges by imposing electroneutrality in their model,

which removed the space charges and which also caused the

high-frequency minimum to be almost completely removed, as

shown in Figure 20. Imposition of electroneutrality did not

affect the low-frequency minimum. Volkmann and Klitzsch

(2010) attributed this minimum to a ‘diffusion current effect’.

Its relationship, if any, to the electrochemical Stern
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layer polarizations studied by Leroy et al. (2008) is not cur-

rently clear.

The results of the Volkmann and Klitzsch (2010) model are

many and varied. However, the main ones are as follows:

• The only significant geometric length scale to affect the

frequency of the low-frequency minimum is the size of

pores that are interconnected by narrow pore throats in

the direction of current flow.

• The frequency is related to that length scale by a power law

with an exponent of either �1.7 or �1.8 depending on the

model used (i.e., an exponent of +1.7 and +1.8 relating

relaxation time to the geometric length scale).

• There is no relationship between the frequency of the

minimum and any other geometric property of the

model such as pore throat size and length, such that the

characteristic frequency of the process is solely controlled

by the size of the pores of the geomaterial in the direction

of current flow.

• The phase magnitude of the characteristic frequency is

inversely related to the concentration of the pore fluid.

The works of both Leroy et al. (2008) and Volkmann and

Klitzsch (2010) involvemeasurement andmodeling of electrical

dispersion processes at frequencies less than 200 Hz and some-

times significantly lower. It is becoming clear, therefore, that the

control or elimination of electrode polarization in experimental

measurements is critical if physical processes occurring in geo-

materials are not to be overwhelmed and missed.

Meanwhile, there has also been significant progress in under-

standing electrical dispersion in colloids, which also have an

electrical double layer (Grosse, 2010, 2012). A thorough review

is given in Grosse and Delgado (2010).

11.04.5.7 Measurement of Frequency-Dependent
Electrical Properties

The measurement of complex conductance, admittance, or

permittivity of a geomaterial is usually carried out by imped-

ance spectroscopy. Good treatments of this measurement

technique are available (e.g., Lasia, 1999; Barsoukov and

Macdonald, 2005; Orazem and Tribollet, 2011; Kanoun,

2012; Macdonald and Kenan, 1987). Measurements are carried

out with commercial impedance spectrometers that range from

the relatively cheap to the extremely expensive depending

on the required specifications, the most important of which

is usually the frequency range. However, cheaper but high-

quality logging boards that sit inside the logging computer

are a relatively recent, attractive alternative. The measurements

are complicated by a number of technical issues such as elec-

trode polarization, ground loops, and stray capacitances.

The problem of electrode polarization (Figure 16) can be

neglected in rocks above about 1 kHz. For frequencies lower

than this, it can be removed completely by using four elec-

trodes. In this arrangement, the measurement of the potential

difference across the sample is carried out across the inner

pair of electrodes. Since these electrodes carry a negligible

current, they do not polarize significantly. All polarization

occurs at the outer current electrodes, but since it is not

necessary to measure the potential between these two

electrodes, their polarization is not important. Sometimes, it

can be difficult to incorporate four electrodes into a

measurement setup, in a triaxial rig, for example. In this

case, a two-electrode system using blacked platinum gauze

electrodes has been used successfully (Glover et al., 1994).

This paper also describes how blacked platinum electrodes

are prepared. In this case, the platinum gauze is electro-

deposited with a dendritic coating of amorphous platinum

that has a surface area much larger than that of the original

platinum gauze. The larger area facilitates the charge transfer

equations such as [49], which reduces polarization. Another

method is to use an electrode that will not polarize such as an

Ag/AgCl electrode (Guichet et al., 2003; Tardif et al., 2011).

These electrodes are useful for ambient measurements, but are

usually too delicate to be incorporated in cells designed to

work at elevated stresses or temperatures.

Careful note should be taken of how the impedance

spectrometer is connected to the sample in order to ensure

that there are no ground loops or stray capacitances and

that electrical noise is minimized. The latter is usually car-

ried out by ensuring that all leads are coaxial and that all

coaxial leads are matched to the impedance of the measur-

ing device.

11.04.5.8 Dielectric Properties of Pore Fluids

All gases and crude oils have very low relative permittivity

values at all frequencies (less than 2.5), while air is 1.0006

(Lide, 2012). Their permittivities are defined solely by the

electronic contribution to polarization.

Aqueous pore fluids, however, have a significant permittiv-

ity that is a function of frequency, temperature, and salinity.

Water is an extremely polar molecule that follows a Debye

frequency dependence with a relaxation time of about

10�10 s. At frequencies below the critical frequency, the per-

mittivity depends significantly on temperature and salinity.

Higher temperatures reduce the permittivity because thermal

agitation opposes the alignment of polar molecules, while the

onset of freezing also reduces the permittivity considerably

again because polar molecules cannot align themselves in the

solid ice. The addition of any solute also reduces the permit-

tivity, but the effect is small. Pure water has a relative permit-

tivity of about 80 (78.36 at 0 Hz and 25 °C (Archer and Wang,

1990)). A table of the complex relative dielectric constants for

water in the frequency range 0–50 GHz and temperatures from

0 to 50 °C from Archer and Wang (1990) can also be found in

the CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics (Lide, 2012). Ice

has a typical relative permittivity of 3.1.

A useful low-frequency (<108 Hz) empirical equation for

the relative permittivity of water is given by Olhoeft (Revil

et al., 1999b):

er T,Cfð Þ¼ a0 + a1T + a2T
2 + a3T

3 + c1Cf + c2C
2
f + c3C

3
f [77]

where ao¼295.68, a1¼–1.2283 K�1, a2¼2.094�10�3K�2,

a3¼�1.41�10�6K�3, c1¼�13.00 dm3 mol�1, c2¼1.065

(dm3 mol�1)2, c3¼�0.03006 (dm3 mol�1)3, T is in kelvin

and the equation is valid in the range from 273 K to 373 K,

and Cf is the salinity of the bulk pore fluid in mol l�1.

Malmberg and Maryott (1956) provided another empirical

equation, but for pure water. Their relationship can be written

as er(T) ¼ 87.740 � 0.40008T + 9.398�10�4T2 � 1.410�
10�6T3, where the temperature is in °C.
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11.04.5.9 Dielectric Properties of Minerals
and Near-Surface Rocks

11.04.5.9.1 Minerals
The relative dielectric permittivities of most common rock-

forming minerals occupy the range 4–10. Since these values

are small compared to the dielectric constant of water (about

80) at surface temperatures and pressures, and for frequencies

below about 1 GHz, there is little difference in dielectric

response between rocks with a quartz, calcite, or dolomite

matrix. Additionally, accessory minerals do not normally affect

the dielectric response of a rock unless the mineral has a

particularly high relative dielectric permittivity (e.g., rutile or

pyrite) and the mineral is present in a significant volume

fraction. Table 5 shows the relative dielectric permittivities of

some of the most common minerals.

11.04.5.9.2 Rocks
Dipolar and interfacial or Maxwell–Wagner polarizations have

a much bigger effect on the complex permittivity of porous and

fractured rocks than the electronic and atomic polarizations

that arise from the minerals they contain. Hence, one would

expect the complex electrical properties of rocks to be much

more sensitive to changes in pore structure and the saturation

of that pore structure with water than to changes in matrix

mineralogy.

Effect of pore structure. The dielectric response of geo-

materials at frequencies below 1 MHz is related to the amount

of water-wetted solid surface present (Li et al., 2001). Increas-

ing the surface area to bulk volume ratio of a geomaterial

increases the dielectric response, while treatment of water-wet

rock surfaces to make them hydrophobic (Knight and Abad,

1995) removes the dielectric response associated with the

development of bound-water layers. In fact, the out-of-phase

conductivity s00 is only a function of the interfacial properties

of the interconnected pore surface area. There now exists a

substantial volume of literature demonstrating a power-law

dependence of s00 on Spor, the surface area to pore volume

ratio (B€orner and Sch€on, 1991; B€orner et al., 1996; Knight and

Nur, 1987b; Sch€on, 2004; Slater and Lesmes, 2002; Slater et al.,

2006) as shown in Figure 21.

Effect of water saturation. Measurements of the dielectric con-

stant of whole or powdered dry rocks show little frequency

dependence in the range 10�3–106 Hz (Knight and Nur,

1984, 1987a). Lack of a polar fluid ensures that there is no

dielectric polarization and no interfacial polarization can be

developed. By comparison, water-saturated rocks have a

strongly frequency-dependent dielectric constant that decreases

with frequency. Knight and Nur (1984) identified two different

frequency regions that have different power-law frequency

dependencies. In the high-frequency region (above 10 kHz up

to their experimental maximum frequency of 13 MHz), the

dielectric constant increased very quickly at low saturations,

followed by a more gradual linear increase at medium to high

saturations that can be explained by the greater water fraction

alone. Knight and Nur (1987a,b) ascribed the strong increases

at low saturations to the roles of bound and free water, which

has been confirmed bymore recent work ( Jones andOr, 2002).

The situation is further complicated by differences between

imbibition and drainage behaviors that result in different

microscopic fluid distributions. Despite the apparent complex-

ity, Knight and Endres (1990) and Endres and Knight (1992)

were successful in modeling the experimental data. Ulrich and

Slater (2004) carried out experimental induced polarization

measurements on rocks as a function of water saturation and

concluded that IP parameters are a function of saturation for

fluid distribution and saturation history.

Biological processes. Recent work has shown that a range of

biochemical processes such as those associated with the break-

down of ethanol (Personna et al., 2013a,b) and other organic

compounds and the biomediated precipitation of metal sul-

fides (Placencia-Gómez et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2013) and
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Figure 21 Observed power-law relationship between s00 and Spor. Data
from Knight and Nur (1987a,b) and B€orner and Sch€on (1991) are sand-
stones, data from Slater and Glaser (2003) are alluvial unconsolidated
sediments, and data from Slater et al. (2006) are artificial kaolinite–sand
mixtures. Figure redrawn after Slater (2007). The linear regression is
s00¼Spor

0.8 (R2¼0.82).

Table 5 Relative dielectric permittivity of various common minerals
(after a compilation by Sch€on (2004) of data from Dortman (1976),
Keller (1989), Olhoeft (1981), and Parkhomenko (1965))

Mineral er Mineral er

Quartz 4.19–5 Apatite 7.4–11.7
Forsterite, fayalite 6.8 Calcite 6.35–8.7
Olivines 6.8 Dolomite 6.3–8.2
Sillimanite 11 Aragonite 7.4–8.67
Amphiboles, hornblende 4.9–8 Anhydrite 5.7–6.7
Graphite >81 Barite 7–12.2
Hematite 25 Gypsum 5–11.5
Magnetite 34–81 Muscovite 6.2–8
Rutile 79–173 Biotite 6.2–9.3
Pyrite 34–81 Chlorite 9
Galena 17–81 Illite 10
Sphalerite 6.9–12.1 Kaolinite 9.1–11.8
Halite 5.7–6.2 Feldspar
Sylvite 4.4–6.2 Microcline 5.48–5.6
Fluorite 6.2–8.5 Orthoclase 4.5–6.2
Anorthite 6.9–7.24 Oligoclase 6.06
Labradorite 5.8–5.87 Albite 5.3–6.95
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calcite can produce electrical dispersions with characteristic

frequencies often in the low-frequency range (Personna et al.,

2008; Zhang et al., 2010, 2012). This work shows the ability of

impedance spectroscopy and spectral-induced polarization

measurements to monitor the formation of ionic species in

groundwater, during bioremediation (Kemna et al., 2012;

Mewafy et al., 2013).

Effect of pH. In recent studies, Revil and his colleagues have

argued for a dominating role of the Stern layer polarization

below 1 kHz in sands and glass beads (Revil and Florsch, 2010;

Schmutz et al., 2010; Vaudelet et al., 2011) with counterions

like weakly sorbed sodium (sites >Si�O�Na+, where > rep-

resents the crystalline framework) being mobile along the

mineral surface. Skold et al. (2011) studied the induced polar-

ization as a function of pH both experimentally and by model-

ing. Their results showed that another polarization mechanism

may exist that is associated with a hopping process of the

protons along the mineral surface (a so-called Grotthuss coop-

eration mechanism). Consequently, low-frequency dispersion

seems to have many possible contributors associated with the

rock fluid interface and the rock microstructure.

Effect of pore fluid salinity and cation type. There is, as

expected, a linear relationship between the conductivity of

the pore fluid and the real component of electrical conductivity

(s0) of the saturated rocks (e.g., Weller et al., 2011). By con-

trast, the imaginary component (s00) exhibits a steeper increase
at lower salinities that flattens at higher salinities. Weller et al.

(2011) also found that sodium cations result in larger values of

s00 than calcium cations in solutions of equal concentration.

In 2011 Revil and Skold (2011) published the results of a

combined analytical and experimental study of the salinity

dependence of spectral induced polarization in sands and sand-

stones. They demonstrated analytically that the polarization of

the inner part of the electrical triple layer coating the surface of

the grains, which is usually called the Stern layer, was consistent

with available data. Their model showed the both the specific

surface conductivity of the Stern layer and the quadrature con-

ductivity of the porous material depend on the conductivity of

the poor water. Once again processes happening very close to

the surface of the minerals, that is, in the Stern layer are

extremely important to the charge storage properties, and

hence frequency-dependent electrical flow in saturated rocks.

Recently, there has been a resurgence in the examination of

the effects of the sorption of ions by saturated sands and the

consequent effect on induced polarization (Vaudelet et al.,

2011a,b). These studies recognize that polarization occurs at

frequencies less than a hundred hertz, the most important of

which is caused by processes occurring in the electrical double

layer, and in the Stern layer in particular. These studies also

show that particular cations, zinc and lead for example, can

have a large effect on the induced polarization phase angle.

Effect of oil. Since the dielectric constants of gas and oil (about

1 and 2.2, respectively) are so much lower than that of water,

dielectric measurements have often been used to monitor the

relative saturations of hydrocarbon or water in geomaterials. For

example, Vanhala (1997) used induced polarization to map oil-

contaminated sand and till. However, the presence of oil in an

otherwise water-wet porous rock has been found to have little

effect on the frequency dependence of the dielectric response of

clean water-wet sand with a relatively low internal surface area

(0.2 m2 g�1) but has produced decreases as high as 50% for

kaolinite, which had considerably larger internal surface area

(5–12 m2 g�1) (Li et al., 2001). They concluded from their

experimental study that the presence of oil leads to a detectable

change in the dielectric properties of high-surface-area geo-

materials. Recent studies (Schmutz et al., 2010), using the

Revil and Florsch (2010) model and applying it to a partially

saturated rock found that it was possible to obtain a clear peak at

very low frequencies that was associated with the polarization of

the Stern layer.

11.04.6 Electrokinetic Properties

Streaming potentials and electroosmosis are examples of

coupled properties that link the passage of fluid and electrical

flow in reservoir rocks ( Jouniaux and Ishido, 2012). These

phenomena occur over a wide range of spatial and temporal

scales in all porous media that contain ionic fluids (e.g.,

Figure 2 of Guichet et al. (2003)).

11.04.6.1 Streaming Potentials

One of the fundamental electrokinetic properties is the stream-

ing potential, which is the electric potential that develops when

an aqueous fluid flows through a rock. The effect is character-

ized by a streaming potential coupling coefficient Cs (which

is sometimes called the streaming potential coefficient). The

streaming potential coefficient is the streaming potential DV
generated (in V or mV) per difference in fluid pressure DP
driving the flow (usually in MPa), that is, Cs¼DV/DP.

Since it is the flow that separates the charge in the porous

medium, it has been argued that a better measure may be the

streaming potential per flow rate Q, which we call the stream-

ing potential flow coefficient Csv¼DV/Q (and then use stream-

ing potential pressure coefficient Csp in place of streaming

potential coupling coefficient). While the distinction is not

very useful for steady-state conditions, it becomes important

for frequency-dependent measurements where the relationship

between flow rate and fluid pressure difference also depends

upon frequency (see Chapter 11.02) and hence allows

frequency-dependent processes due to the dynamic flow and

the subsequent electrokinetic coupling to be separated.

The mechanism that generates streaming potential arises in

the diffuse layer of the electrical double or triple layer (Section

11.04.4.1). When fluid flows in the pores of a geomaterial,

there exists an interface between the mobile fluid in the body

of the pores and that which remains linked to the surface. The

interface is called the shear plane. In general, the shear plane

occurs in the diffuse layer.

The electric potential on the shear plane is called the zeta

potential z (in V), which is a parameter of fundamental impor-

tance in the theory of electrokinetics. Since, for most rocks, fluid

salinities, and compositions, the diffuse layer contains more

cations than anions, movement of the electrically neutral bulk

pore fluid and a part of the positively charged diffuse layer will

cause a positive charge to build up, and so a positive electrical

streaming potential is developed in the direction of flow, that is,

in the opposite direction to the fluid pressure gradient. Hence,

the streaming potential coefficient is generally negative, provid-

ing the net charge on the mineral surface is negative.
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The streaming potential induces a secondary current in

the opposite direction, which is called the streaming current.

We have seen [48] that the thickness of the double layer

depends upon fluid salinity. However, salinity does not

greatly affect the viscosity of the pore fluid. The result is

that lower-salinity fluids have wider diffuse layers, but the

position of the shear plane hardly moves, ensuring that the

separation of charge is more efficient and streaming poten-

tials are greater.

It is generally considered (Wall, 2010) that the first person

to carry out experiments involving electroosmosis and

electrophoresis was Reub (1809), which was followed in

1859 by the first measurement of a streaming potential by

Georg Hermann Quincke (Quincke, 1859). Some 20 years

later, in 1879, Helmholtz developed a mathematical expres-

sion for the effect (Helmholtz, 1879), which was improved by

Smoluchowski in 1903 (Smoluchowski, 1903). In the follow-

ing years, the phenomenon was studied by a number of

researchers, including Clark in 1877, Saxen in 1892, and

Bikerman in 1932.

11.04.6.2 Electroosmosis

Electroosmosis is the movement of liquid induced by an

applied electric potential across a porous material, capillary

tube, membrane, microchannel, or any other fluid conduit.

Because electroosmotic velocities are independent of conduit

size, as long as the double layer is much smaller than the

characteristic length scale of the channel, electroosmotic flow

is most significant when in small channels. Although the effect

is only of the order of a few millimeters per second, it has been

used effectively for remediation of pollutants, dewatering, and

chemical separation.

The process is formally the opposite of that that gives rise to

streaming potentials. The applied electric potential difference

acts upon that part of the charged diffuse layer that is mobile,

leading to a gross fluid volume flow. Electroosmotic flow was

reported first in 1809 by the Russian imperial scientist Ferdi-

nand Friedrich von Reub (Reub, 1809), who made water to

flow through a plug of clay by applying an electric voltage.

Although Reub studied electrokinetic properties in detail,

much was lost to fire in 1812 during Napoleon’s occupation

of Moscow.

11.04.6.3 Seismoelectrics

Since fluid can be made to flow through rocks locally by the

passage of elastic waves, we may also consider that a seismic

wavelet may also create an electrical streaming potential. This

effect, sometimes called the seismoelectric effect, has compo-

nents that arise during the passage of the wavelet through the

body of the rock and at the interface between rocks of two

different properties. The heart of the seismoelectric effect is the

coupling between Biot’s equation and Maxwell’s equations,

which was made by Pride (1994) and which is key to the

development of the new electroseismic exploration technique

(Glover and Jackson, 2010). In this technique, a layered Earth

is perturbed with a seismic pulse; then, the resulting electric

signals are measured as a function of offset (e.g., Haines et al.,

2007; Thompson and Gist, 1993). This method has recently

been used to image the vadose zone of a sand aquifer

successfully (Dupuis et al., 2007).

11.04.6.4 The Helmholtz–Smoluchowski
Equation in the Steady State

Themost common approach tomodeling the streaming poten-

tial is called the Helmholtz–Smoluchowski (HS) equation

(e.g., Overbeek, 1952; Hunter, 1981; Maineult et al., 2004;

Saunders et al., 2008), which was developed for bundles of

capillary tubes. In its simplest form, it is given by

Csp ¼DV
DP

¼ er eoz
�f s

∗
f

[78]

where the streaming potential Csp (in V m�1) is the ratio of

the measured streaming potential DV (in V) to the applied

fluid pressure difference DP (in Pa) that drives the fluid

through the capillary tube. This value depends upon the

electric permittivity of the pore fluid ef¼ ereo (in F m�1),

where er is the relative permittivity of the pore fluid

(unitless), eo the electric permittivity of free space

(�8.854�10�12 Fm�1), �f the dynamic viscosity of the pore

fluid (in Pa s), sf* the pore fluid electrical conductivity (in

S m�1), and z the zeta potential (in V). The zeta potential is

the electric potential on the shear plane when a part of the

diffuse layer is transported by fluid flow.

Equation [78] is commonly applied to porous media

including rocks even though it has never been validated for

them since there exists no independent method for measuring

the zeta potential for complex porous media. The fluid con-

ductivity in eqn [78] has contributions from the bulk fluid

and surface conduction. This arises from the derivation of the

HS equation. In the derivation, the current caused by ionic

transport by advection (i.e., fluid movement) is balanced by a

countercurrent, which is conductive. The countercurrent

occurs by all conduction mechanisms, which includes con-

duction through the bulk pore fluid and surface conduction,

and would even include conduction through the rock matrix

if it were not electrically insulating. Hence, the pore fluid

conductivity term in eqn [78] should include a contribution

to account for conduction through the bulk fluid and a con-

tribution to account for the surface conduction.

The surface conduction depends on both the surface con-

ductance and the microstructural properties of the rock (poros-

ity, cementation exponent, grain size, etc.) as discussed in

detail in Glover and Déry (2010). Consequently, eqn [78]

can be rewritten as (Morgan et al., 1989)

Csp ¼DV
DP

¼ er eoz

�f sf +
2Ss

L

	 
 [79]

where Ss is the specific surface conductance (in S) and L is a

length scale that is characteristic of the pore microstructure

(in m) that was introduced by Johnson et al. (1986). This

equation implies that the streaming potential coefficient

depends on pore size (and consequently grain size and pore

throat size) (see Section 11.04.6.6). Examination of this

implication has led to a model for calculating the zeta poten-

tial and streaming potential coefficient for rocks (see

Section 11.04.6.7).
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11.04.6.5 Calculating Zeta Potentials from
Experimental Measurements

Equation [78] can be used to derive zeta potentials from exper-

imentally derived streaming potential coefficient data. The pore

fluid permittivity can be either measured experimentally or

obtained using the empirical relationship given as eqn [77].

The pore fluid viscosity can be measured experimentally or

obtained using the empirical relationship developed by

Phillips et al. (1978). The pore fluid conductivity must account

for any surface conduction that is present. Consequently, eqn

[78] is rearranged for the zeta potential with an additional factor

to convert the bulk pore fluid conductivity into that that also

takes account of the surface conduction. The relevant equation is

z¼Csp�f
er eo

sfFHS

F Cfð Þ [80]

where the formation factor F is defined as the ratio of the

electrical conductivity of the fluid to that of the fluid-saturated

rock, FHS is the formation factor of the sample at high salinity

(where the surface conduction is insignificant compared to

conduction through the bulk fluid), F(Cf) is the formation

factor of the sample of each pore fluid concentration Cf

(where there may be a significant contribution of surface con-

duction to the total fluid conductivity), �f is the viscosity of the

pore fluid, ef is the permittivity of the pore fluid, sf is the

electrical conductivity of the pore fluid, z is the zeta potential,

and Csp is the measured streaming potential coefficient. The

ratio of the two formation factors is termed the Overbeek

correction (Overbeek, 1952).

It has also been noted that many streaming potential coef-

ficient data have a quasilinear relationship if the pH is constant

and the salinity is not greater than about 1 mol l�1 ( Jouniaux

and Ishido, 2012; Allègre et al. 2010, 2011). A linear fitting

gives Csp¼�1.2�10�8/sf, which implies a constant zeta

potential of about �17 mV ( Jouniaux and Ishido, 2012).

Recent high-quality measurements where the pH of the pore

fluids has been well controlled and for pore fluid salinities

from 10�5 mol l�1 to 6 mol l�1 have, however, shown the

zeta potential not to be constant, as discussed later.

11.04.6.6 Grain, Pore, and Pore Throat Sizes
and Streaming Potential

Equation [79] implies that the streaming potential coefficient

is not independent of pore size but diminishes as the

characteristic pore scale diminishes. Characteristic pore scale,

pore diameter, grain diameter and pore throat diameter are all

related. Pore diameter and grain diameter are related by the

theatre transformation (Glover and Walker, 2009), and the

pore size is related to the pore throat size using empirical

methods (Glover and Déry, 2010). This last reference uses

these transformations to restate [79] in terms of pore diameter,

grain diameter, and pore throat diameter for spherical grains as

well as grains with arbitrary shape. For example, one relation-

ship for spherical grains is

Csp ¼DV
DP

¼ def z
�f dsf + 6Ss F�1ð Þð Þ [81]

while another, which is applicable to grains of different

geometries, is

Csp ¼DV
DP

¼ def z
�f dsf + 4SsmFð Þ [82]

Either of these equations can then be used to calculate the

streaming coupling coefficient of a rockproviding the grain sized

(in m), formation factor F, cementation exponent m, and zeta

potential (in V) are known. Figure 22 shows the comparison of

this model withmeasurements that weremade on random bead

packs of different diameters. The dotted line shows the standard

HS law, while the grain size models fit the data very well.

11.04.6.7 Streaming Potential and Zeta Potential Models

Equations [81] and [82] and allied equations for pore size and

pore throat size may be used to calculate the streaming poten-

tial for rocks providing the specific surface conductance and

zeta potential can also be modeled. Fortunately, these have

been available since Revil and Glover (1997, 1998) and Revil

et al. (1999a). Recently, models for all the input parameters to
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Figure 22 Streaming potential coupling coefficients of a range of
quartz glass bead packs as a function of the mean diameter of the glass
beads. (a) Pore fluid salinity Cf¼2�10�4 mol l�1, (b) pore fluid
salinity Cf¼2�10�3 mol l�1. The open symbols show the streaming
potential coupling coefficient measurements for individual flow rates at
a given grain size, which indicates their uncertainty. The solid symbols
show the mean value. The horizontal error bar shows the effective
standard deviation of the laser diffraction bead size measurements. The
solid line shows the model of Revil et al. (1999b) and the dashed line
represents that of Glover et al. (2006a,b). Modified from Figure 5
of Glover PWJ and Déry N (2010) Dependence of streaming potential
on grain diameter and pore radius for quartz glass beads. Geophysics 75:
F225–241, http://dx.doi.org/10.1190/1.3509465.
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[81] and [82] have been brought together in the first approach

that is capable of modeling the streaming potential coefficient

of individual rock samples and that takes account of its micro-

structural properties (Glover et al., 2012a).

Glover et al. (2012a) compared their model for the zeta

potential and streaming potential coefficient with 269 zeta

potential measurements and 290 streaming potential

coefficient measurements for 17 matrix–fluid combinations

that were taken from 29 experimental studies in the literature.

They found a generally good agreement that became very good

if accurate microstructural parameters (grain size, formation

factor, and cementation factor) were known. Figure 23 shows

their modeled streaming potentials and zeta potentials when

compared against the entire streaming potential coefficient and
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zeta potential experimental datasets, while Figure 24 shows the

theoretical model compared to experimental data from two

individual rock samples whose microstructural parameters

were well known from independent measurements and were

built into the theoretical model so that an individual modeling

of each rock sample could be carried out.

It is clear that the model generally follows the trend of all

the experimental data for both the streaming potential and the

zeta potential, but the fit is much better when individual rock

parameters are put into the model.

It is also clear that the pH of the fluid is critical, and since

this may change by several points as it becomes equilibrated

with the sample, researchers must not only ensure that their

measurements take place only after equilibrium of the fluid

has been attained but also ensure that the pH (and salinity)

is measured on the fluid leaving the sample so that

the streaming potential measurements may be attributed to the

correct pore fluid salinity and that this salinity is used in

the derivation of the zeta potential. The spread in the zeta

potential data in Figure 23 is probably due to variations in the

pH of the fluid, and this is being borne out by recent measure-

ments (Walker et al., 2014).

There is much scope for improvement in the model and

certain interactions that are not understood. The most impor-

tant of which is the need to include a zeta potential offset,

which is not justified theoretically. However, now that a model

exists for calculating the streaming potential coefficient and

zeta potentials of rocks, it should be applied routinely to the

analysis of all experimental measurements.

11.04.6.8 Factors Affecting the Streaming Potential
of Near-Surface Rocks

The model for the steady-state streaming potential coefficient

of fully saturated rocks gives us an insight into the many

parameters that control electrokinetic conversion in rocks.

The major ones are

• pore fluid salinity and hence conductivity (e.g., Vinogradov

et al., 2010; Walker et al., 2014);

• pore fluid pH (e.g., Ishido and Mizutani, 1981);

• grain, pore, or pore throat size (Glover and Déry, 2010);

• formation factor (e.g., Glover and Déry, 2010; Glover et al.,

2012a; Walker et al., 2014);

• cementation exponent (Glover and Déry, 2010; Glover

et al., 2012a; Walker et al., 2014);

• porosity (Glover and Déry, 2010; Glover et al., 2012a;

Walker et al., 2014);

• the ionic mobility of each of the ions solution (Glover et al.,

2012a);

• the disassociation constant of water (e.g., Glover et al.,

2012a);

• the equilibrium constant for dissolution of CO2 in water

(Glover et al., 2012a; Revil et al., 1999a; Wu et al., 1991);

• the equilibrium constant for the formation of the carbonate

ion in water (Glover et al., 2012a; Revil et al., 1999a; Wu

et al., 1991);

• the density of sites on the mineral surface (Glover et al.,

2012a; Kosmulski, 1996; Revil and Glover, 1997, 1998);

• the binding constant for cation (sodium) adsorption

(Glover et al., 2012a; Kosmulski, 1996; Revil and Glover,

1997; 1998; Scales et al., 1990);

• the disassociation constant for dehydrogenization of sila-

nol (Glover et al., 2012a; Kosmulski, 1996; Revil and

Glover, 1997, 1998);

• the distance of the shear plane from the mineral surface

(Glover et al., 2012a; Revil and Glover, 1997, 1998);

• the size of protonic surface conduction (Glover et al.,

2012a; Revil et al., 1999a);

• the ionic stern plane mobility (Revil and Glover, 1998);

• the dielectric constant of the pore fluid (Glover et al.,

2012a; Pride and Morgan, 1991; Walker et al., 2014);

• the viscosity of the pore fluid (Glover et al., 2012a; Pride

and Morgan, 1991; Walker et al., 2014); and

• temperature (Reppert and Morgan, 2003a,b), which affects

many of the parameters mentioned earlier.

The picture becomes even more complex if one consi-

ders a partially saturated rock (Section 11.04.6.9.7) or
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frequency-dependent streaming potential coefficients (Section

11.04.6.10).

Many of these parameters are either well known for aque-

ous fluids and common minerals or can be calculated using

empirical models. The microstructural parameters and surface

conduction are only important for low-salinity fluids and

cause the flattening that occurs in the streaming potential

coefficient at low salinities (see Figures 23 and 24).

11.04.6.9 Electrokinetic Measurements under
Steady-State Conditions

11.04.6.9.1 Experimental considerations
The measurement of streaming potentials, streaming currents,

and electroosmotic flows is a large subject that it would be

difficult to do justice to in this chapter. The most advanced

proponents of these measurements include Laurence Jouniaux

(e.g., Allègre et al., 2010; Guichet et al., 2006), Phil Reppert

(e.g., Reppert andMorgan, 2001, 2003a,b; Sheffer et al., 2007),

André Revil (e.g., Crespy et al., 2007), and Tsuneo Ishido (e.g.,

Jouniaux and Ishido, 2013). I would recommend that anyone

who plans to start these measurements communicate with one

of them. It is relatively easy to make a measurement, but it is

more challenging to make accurate and well-controlled mea-

surements. We have already discussed how the pore fluid must

be in equilibrium with the rock sample so that the relevant

salinity and pH are known (Walker et al., 2014), and these

must be recorded with the ambient temperature for the

measurement.

Analysis of the raw data is important for ensuring their

accuracy. Many different ways have been tried, but most

often, flow is set up at several different flow rates in one or

both directions. The streaming potential coefficient is then

calculated from the gradient of the resulting streaming

potential/pressure difference graph (Reppert and Morgan,

2001). Flow can be induced by pumping, displacement of

fluids by bottled gases, or gravity. Recently, there has been

some success using a transient method where a gas bottle

displacement has been turned on or a constant flow that is

driven by gas displacement has been suddenly stopped

(Walker et al., 2014). Logging many thousands of electrical

and pressure measurements during the minute or so that the

pressure takes to build up or die away allows a very accurate fit

to the streaming potential/pressure difference curve to be

attained. Measuring the tiny streaming potentials with high-

salinity fluids (Vinogradov et al., 2010) or as the pore fluid pH

approaches the isoelectric point of the mineral surface (Walker,

2012, pers. comm.) presents the greatest technical difficulties.

Since the streaming potentials are steady state, the electrodes

have to be nonpolarizing.

Fluid flow is not the only thing that causes electric poten-

tials to develop; they can also arise from redox potentials, be

due to temperature differences (thermoelectric effect) (Leinov

et al., 2010) or chemical gradients (chemoelectric effect)

(Maineult et al., 2005). All of these sources of electric potential

should be reduced to a minimum within the experimental rig

unless they are the subject of the study.

It is also worth pointing out that microbial activity in the

pore fluids can lead to spurious potentials that may confuse

electrokinetic measurements. Zhang et al. (2010) made

measurements of complex conductivity, electrode potential,

and self-potential on a column of sand saturated with river

water in whichmicrobial activity was altering the sulfide chem-

istry of the water. Changes in measured potential due to the

production of the bisulfate ion HS� by sulfate-reducing bacte-

ria reached up to �600 mV compared to a control experiment

in which there was no microbial activity. Potential changes

started about 6 days after the experiment began and continued

until its end, about 22 days later. The changes in potential

varied with time and position in the saturated sand column.

The measurements show that it is extremely important to

exclude biogenic effects from electrokinetic measurements as

they can critically confuse the measurements. It may be that the

extremely variable potentials measured by Allègre et al. (2010,

2012) may have been affected by this biogeoelectric effect.

Conversely, the measurement of this effect may, in future,

allow us to monitor the production of certain ionic species in

geomaterials using geoelectric measurements. Zhang et al.

(2010) inverted their measurements to estimate the biogenic

production of bisulfide at each point in their sand column

during the whole experiment. This opens up the possibility

that the progress of bioremediation of oil spills might be

monitored using geoelectric measurements or that microbes

might be used as oil-field probes.

For further information on the self-potential technique,

please see Chapter 11.09.

11.04.6.9.2 Salinity and pore fluid conductivity
Figure 25 shows typical data for a sandstone fromWalker et al.

(2014), although here there are more salinities measured than

is usually the case, and there are measurements at salinities

greater than about 0.3 mol l�1, which are difficult to make. The

three samples were all fairly homogeneous and isotropic and

show small offsets that are typical of data on rocks from the

same lithology and are to small differences in the pH of the

equilibrium fluid. The flattening of the data at low salinities is

due to the effect of surface conduction on the HS law and is

controlled by the specific surface conductance and the micro-

structural properties of the rock (grain size, formation factor,

porosity and cementation exponent). Part of the discrepancy

between the datasets arises because each of the three samples

equilibrated with the pore fluid at slightly different pH (pH 7,

6, and 6.5, respectively), but all were well modeled using the

approach described in Section 11.04.6.7 when the experimen-

tal pH had been taken into account. It should be noted that the

derived zeta potentials (Figure 25, bottom panel) are certainly

not constant with salinity and equal to 17 mV as suggested by

Jouniaux and Ishido (2012).

11.04.6.9.3 Pore fluid pH
Measurements as a function of pH are rare because it is difficult

to stabilize a solution with a given pH with the rock. Figure 26

shows typical data for silica-based rocks. Here, the data made

by Ishido and Mizutani (1981) have been augmented by some

very recent data (Walker, 2012, pers. comm.). The pH has a

significant effect on the measured streaming potential coeffi-

cient and zeta potential, with both approaching to zero near

the isoelectric point for silica, pHiso¼3 where the electrical

double layer collapses because the surface has no net charge.
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11.04.6.9.4 Pore fluid composition
The streaming potential coupling coefficient also depends upon

the ionic composition of the pore fluid, and in particular upon

the valency of the dominant cation. For silica-based rocks, both

Morgan et al. (1989) and Lorne et al. (1999a,b) have shown that

fluids whose dominant cation is calcium provide a streaming

potential approximately half that of monovalent cations irre-

spective of salinity. Morgan et al. (1989) tested KOH, KCl, NaCl,

HCl, and CaCl2, as a function of salinity, and although there is a

clear difference in the streaming potential coefficient decreasing

in the order listed, the first four fluids are fairly well grouped,

while the divalent cation is significantly less than the others.

Lorne tested KCl, K2SO4, CaSO4, and CaCl2 in order to examine

whether the effect was controlled by divalent cations or anions

or both (Lorne et al., 1999a,b). They found that KCl and K2SO4

provided the same high values of the coupling coefficient, show-

ing no functional difference between the monovalent Cl� and

the divalent SO4
2�. This is not surprising because for silica-

based rocks at their pH (pH¼5.7), the surface is negative and

it is the cation that forms the adsorbed layer and is dominant in

the diffuse layer. Their divalent cation fluids provided coupling

coefficients that were about half as large and once again fol-

lowed a very similar trend.

11.04.6.9.5 Mineralogy
The great majority of the theoretical and experimental research

into the electrokinetic properties of geomaterials has been

carried out on silica-dominated rocks. However, some data

exist for carbonates (Li et al., 1995; Pengra et al., 1999; Revil

and Cerepi, 2004; Sprunt et al., 1994), zeolites, and shales

(Revil and Leroy, 2001). Ishido and Mizutani (1981) pub-

lished zeta potential data for quartz, orthoclase, albite, and

granite as a function of pH (Figure 26) and found that all the

samples behaved in a similar manner to their Inada granite

(37% quartz, 24% alkali feldspar, 33% plagioclase, and 6%

biotite (Oda et al., 2002)), occupying values between the high-

est values that were given by quartz and the lowest, provided by

the albite. As always, the study of shales is complicated by the

clays, which have slightly lower zeta potentials than quartz.
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Figure 25 The measured streaming potential coefficient (top) and zeta
potential (bottom) for three samples of Boise sandstone as a function
of the actual salinity of the aqueous NaCl solution in the pores
(B1II, pH¼7.2, T¼26 °C; B2II, pH¼5.94, T¼26 °C; B3I, pH¼6.61,
T¼26 °C). Reproduced from Walker E, Glover PWJ, and Ruel J (2014)
A transient method for measuring the DC streaming potential
coefficient of porous and fractured rocks. Journal of Geophysical
Research: Solid Earth 119: http://dx.doi.org/10.1002/2013JB010579.
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Figure 26 The measured streaming potential coefficient (top) and zeta
potential (bottom) as a function of pH for a sample of Berea sandstone
saturated with an aqueous NaCl solution (Cf¼3�10�3 mol l�1,
T¼25 °C) compared against data from Ishido and Mizutani (1981)
corrected to the same conditions (Walker, 2012, pers. comm.).
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The clay zeta potential is the result of lower surface site densi-

ties but larger specific surface areas. The streaming potential of

clay-rich rocks is also fairly low compared to quartz because

they have augmented surface conduction that increases the

denominator of the HS equation.

11.04.6.9.6 Rock microstructure
There have been no experiments dedicated to examining the

effect of rock microstructure upon the streaming potential

except grain size, pore size, and pore throat size (Glover and

Déry, 2010). The rock microstructure should have no effect

upon the zeta potential because the zeta potential is a property

of the mineral/fluid interface. However, the theoretical model

(Section 11.04.6.7) indicates that the grain size, pore size, pore

throat size, formation factor, porosity, and cementation expo-

nent should all control the size of the streaming potential

coupling coefficient at low salinities, and that variations in

these properties between samples are the cause of the diver-

gence in experimental measurements recorded at low salinities

which can be seen in Figure 23. Small grain, pore, and pore

throat sizes all reduce the streaming potential coefficient, as do

larger formation factors, and hence, smaller porosities and/or

larger cementation exponents. These effects can be understood

through [72] and [73], amplifying the effect of surface conduc-

tion in the rock. If the surface conductance increases, as in the

case of clays, the coupling coefficient is also reduced.

11.04.6.9.7 Saturation
What little experimental evidence exists shows that the stream-

ing potential coefficient is highly sensitive to water saturation,

with the size of the coefficient decreasing as the water satura-

tion decreases (Allègre et al., 2010, 2012; Guichet et al., 2003;

Revil and Cerepi, 2004; Revil et al., 2007). The coefficient

approaches zero at approximately the irreducible water satura-

tion Swi. This observation is important in the application of

electrokinetics to oil and gas reservoirs, where the water satu-

ration is generally not 100%. The form of the relative streaming

potential coefficient curve as a function of water saturation

becomes important in the interpretation of the size of the

electrokinetic signal in the reservoir.

When a second fluid phase is present in the pore space, the

magnitude of the streaming potential coupling coefficient

becomes dependent on a number of factors including the

wettability of the rock, the composition of the pore fluids,

and the saturation of each phase (Jackson, et al., 2010;

Saunders et al., 2012). According to Saunders et al. (2012), in

the simplest case, the nonwetting phase is nonpolar and its flux

causes no streaming current. The streaming potential coupling

coefficient then depends on the saturation of the wetting phase

(which we assume to be aqueous) and may be expressed in the

form

DV
DP

¼CiCsp [83]

where the ratio of the streaming potential to the pressure

difference that causes fluid flow is equal to the streaming

potential coefficient for a fully saturated rock, Csp, multiplied

by a relative streaming potential coefficient function, Ci, that

accounts for the variation of the streaming potential with water

saturation, Sw.

A number of relative streaming potential coefficient func-

tions Ci have been proposed (Revil et al., 2007; Saunders et al.,

2012), three of which are given in Figure 27.

Revil et al. (2007) suggested that

Ci ¼ 1

Sn +1w

Sw�Swi
1�Swi

	 
 2+3lð Þ=l
¼ krw
Sn +1w

[84]

where krw is water relative permeability, l is the Brooks and

Corey parameter (Brooks and Corey, 1966), Sw is the water

saturation, Swi is the residual water saturation, and n is an

exponent.

By contrast, Jackson (2010) used a much simpler approach

involving bundles of capillary tubes to obtain

Ci ¼ krw Swð Þ
srr Swð Þ ¼

krw
Snw

[85]

where the Sw is the volume fraction of water, krw is the relative

permeability of water, and sr is the relative electrical conduc-

tivity, which is given by Archie’s second law as srr¼Sw
n (i.e.,

the inverse of the resistivity index [29]).

Glover (2009, pers.comm.) had also proposed that

Ci ¼ Sn + 1w

Sw�Swi
1�Swi

	 
1=l

[86]

using an empirical approach, which seems to fit the sparse data

currently available, but is not based on sound theoretical roots.

Other forms of the function exist but much more experimental

data are needed in order to discriminate between the models.

The only currently available measurements of the streaming

potential coefficient during multiphase flow (Vinogradov and

Jackson, 2011) have indicated that there may be a slight hys-

teresis in the behavior between drainage and imbibition

that appears whether the water is replaced by oil (undecane)

or gas (moistened nitrogen). In the case of the oil/brine

displacement, the streaming potential coefficient relative to

that at 100% brine saturation decreased to values between

0.2 and 0.4, but decreased to almost zero for some brine/gas
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Figure 27 Streaming potential coefficient as a function of water
saturation with models ( Jackson, 2010; Revil et al., 2007; Glover, 2009,
pers. comm.). This diagram uses the values n¼2.7, Swi¼0.36,
and l¼0.87 from Revil et al. (2007) and applies them to all the models.
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displacements. However, these data are for measurements with

saturations at unsteady state and hence need care in their

interpretation.

11.04.6.9.8 Temperature
There have been few studies of the dependence of the stream-

ing potential coefficient upon temperature. Those which exist

are difficult to interpret because it is often unclear howmuch of

a role is played by thermoelectric effects. Ishido and Mizutani

(1981) observed an increase in the streaming potential coeffi-

cient with temperature for silica, while Morgan et al. (1989)

observed a decrease for Westerly granite.

The variation of streaming potentials and zeta potential

with temperature was studied theoretically and experimentally

by Reppert and Morgan (2003a,b). They concluded that

the variation of streaming potential with temperature cannot

be explained solely by the known temperature dependence

of water viscosity, permittivity, and conductivity, and that

change of zeta potential with temperature must also be taken

into account.

Reppert and Morgan (2003a) compiled previous experi-

mental studies, most of which showed that the magnitude of

the zeta potential increases with temperature. It was found that

this increase is controlled primarily by the surface charge den-

sity, which is related to the absorption properties of the surface,

the Stern layer charge, and properties of the electrical double

layer according to the theory of Revil and Glover (1997).

Reppert and Morgan (2003a) found that the slope of the

temperature versus zeta potential curve is controlled by the

change in enthalpy of the surface reactions. Overall, the tem-

perature dependence of the zeta potential was found to be

determined by the following factors:

• The temperature-dependent behavior of the Debye–H€uckel

parameter, 4%.

• The temperature-dependent behavior of the diffuse layer of

electrical double layer (EDL), 6%.

• The temperature dependence of the surface charge, 90%.

Clearly, it is the surface charge that has the greatest effect.

The streaming potential coefficient also depends upon tem-

perature. The most dominant term controlling the temperature

dependence of the streaming potential coefficient is the fluid

viscosity.

Reppert and Morgan (2003b) have measured the streaming

potential and zeta potential at temperatures between 23 °C and

200 °C and pressures of 20 MPa on samples of Fontainebleau

sandstone, Berea sandstone, and Westerly granite. They found

that the streaming potential coefficient and zeta potential

behaved in a complex fashion that is not completely under-

stood, but probably controlled by multiple mechanisms.

More recently, theoretical modeling (described in

Section 11.04.6.7) predicts only a small temperature effect

that leads to an increase in the magnitude of the streaming

potential coefficient and zeta potential up to 120 °C.

11.04.6.10 Streaming Potential as a Function of Frequency

There are surprisingly few measurements of streaming poten-

tial for flow that varies in time. This is probably because such

measurements have been considered very difficult to carry out.

However, such measurements are likely to be of great impor-

tance in a number of fields, not least in the understanding and

development of the seismoelectric exploration method

(Dupuis et al., 2007; Jouniaux and Bordes, 2012).

The few previous measurements can be classified into two

groups: (i) transient measurements with a percussive source

and (ii) harmonic measurements with a vibrating source

(Glover et al., 2012c). The first of these approaches mimics

many of the possible applications more closely, while the latter

is capable of providing higher-quality frequency-specific data.

Glover et al. (2012b) have examined the methods for making

frequency-dependent streaming potential measurements,

while Reppert and Morgan (2001) have discussed the analysis

of the resulting data.

Percussive source studies measure transient electrokinetic

processes in sand columns that arise when a controlled impact

is made on a column of saturated sand (Bordes et al., 2006,

2008; Chandler, 1981). These are difficult studies that require

the impact to be repeatable and the seismoelectric and/or

seismomagnetic conversion to be measured. Such transient

measurements have confirmed the presence of seismoelectro-

kinetic and seismoelectromagnetic phenomena at high fre-

quencies. However, the percussive seismic source does not

produce a single frequency, so it cannot be used to measure

the coupling coefficients as a function of frequency directly.

However, it should be possible to examine the Fourier compo-

nents of the seismic impact and the measured electric and

magnetic signals in order to extract more specific information

about the frequency dependence of the coupling coefficients

(Reppert and Morgan, 2001). Reppert and Morgan carried out

this procedure on a sample that they had already measured

under steady-state conditions, and by using well-defined single

frequencies, producing accurate results from 10 to about

120 Hz in the noninertial flow region. They could not, how-

ever, reproduce the decrease in the magnitude of the streaming

potential coefficient at frequencies greater than 120 Hz that

was measureable using the single-frequency approach.

A better approach is to arrange a harmonically varying fluid

flow at a specific frequency and then to measure the time-

varying streaming potential and fluid pressure difference,

from which a streaming potential coefficient can be calculated.

Repeating the experiment at different, well-defined frequencies

then allows the variation of the streaming potential coefficient

as a function of frequency to be obtained.

There are five ways that such data can be analyzed, and each

is described with their advantages and disadvantages by

Reppert and Morgan (2001). Briefly, the five approaches are

as follows:

• To take the ratio of the RMS (root mean squared) streaming

potential to the RMS pressure difference for a train of waves

at a given frequency.

• To calculate the ratio of the instantaneous streaming poten-

tial to the instantaneous pressure difference for a train of

waves at a given frequency and then calculate the mean and

standard deviation of the result.

• To plot the instantaneous streaming potential against the

instantaneous pressure difference for a train of waves at a

given frequency and take the gradient and fitting
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parameters of the best straight line through the data. This

method is extremely simple but may be complicated if the

data are noisy or there is hysteresis (Tardif et al., 2011).

• To cross-correlate both the streaming potential signal and

the differential pressure signal, and then to calculate the

ratio of the cross-correlated signals. This method works well

with noisy data.

• To calculate the amplitude spectrum of both the streaming

potential and the differential pressure signals. The stream-

ing potential coefficient is then obtained by taking the ratio

of the streaming potential amplitude spectrum to the dif-

ferential pressure amplitude spectrum at the measured fre-

quency. Other frequencies show the strength of the noise.

There have only been a few AC electrokinetic experiments

published in the literature, amounting to measurements on

several glass capillaries, one fritted glass filter, and two ceramic

filters (Cooke, 1955; Packard, 1953; Reppert, 2000; Reppert

and Morgan, 2001; Sears and Groves, 1978). Only one rock

has ever been measured at frequencies greater than 100 Hz – a

Boise sandstone with 35% porosity (Reppert, 2000). However,

recent laboratory developments (Glover et al., 2012b) have

provided new apparatuses that have produced high-quality

data on Ottawa sand (Tardif et al., 2011) and several grades

of glass beads (Glover et al., 2012c) up to 600 Hz, which holds

hope for the measurement of rocks in the near future.

Figure 28 shows some recent data for the frequency-

dependent streaming potential coefficient made on Ottawa

sand together with several models. The top part of this figure

shows the magnitude of the complex streaming potential coef-

ficient as a function of frequency, while the bottom two parts

show the in-phase (real) and out-of-phase (imaginary) com-

ponents. All three parts are given because it is important that

any model fits the complete complex response. There are a

number of models that one can use to fit the data. It is worth

noting that none of the models are of the Debye or Cole and

Cole type, but all of them are dispersive, with a well-defined

critical frequency fcrit and a slower roll-off for frequencies

greater than the critical frequency, f> fcrit, than below it, f< fcrit.

Generic vibrational mechanics models are not normally

useful. Sometimes, critically damped or underdamped second-

order models are used; but not only do these perform worse

than other models, the parameters they provide give no infor-

mation about the rock. There is some indication that the

frequency-dependent behavior of the streaming potential

may follow a Cole–Davidson frequency dependence

(Davidson and Cole, 1951). Packard (1953) introduced a

model based on bundles of capillary tubes that was subse-

quently simplified (Reppert et al., 2001), noting that Glover

et al. (2012c) contains an important correction to a misprint in

the Reppert et al. (2001) paper. The best model, however, is
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Figure 28 The calculated streaming potential coupling coefficient (normalized to the value at 5 Hz, which was 0.518 V MPa�1) as a function of
frequency for Ottawa sand saturated with 10�3 mol l�1 NaCl solution at 24 °C (porosity¼0.325, k10¼1.19�10�10 m2). (c) Magnitude with six models
shown fitting the data, (a) real component with four models, and (b) imaginary component with four models (Packard, 1953; Pride, 1994;
Reppert et al., 2001; Thomson and Dahleh, 1998; Walker and Glover, 2010).
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that of Pride (1994), whose model was derived for a porous

medium. While this model is complex, Walker and Glover

(2010) provided a simplified version.

The critical angular frequencyocrit (¼2pfcrit) is related to the

inverse square of the effective pore radius of the rock reff (Pride,

1994; Walker and Glover, 2010):

ocrit ¼ 8

r2eff

�f
rf

[87]

where �f and rf are the viscosity and density of the saturating

fluid, respectively. Figure 29 shows this relationship for all the

data currently in the public domain. Since the effective pore

radius of the rock can be related to the permeability of the rock,

we may use the critical frequency as a proxy for rock perme-

ability or to predict permeability (Glover et al., 2012a,c).

11.04.7 Summary

11.04.7.1 History and Progress

Twenty years ago the electrical properties of porous and

cracked rocks were described using a set of empirical relation-

ships of which those by Archie were preeminent. They were

sufficiently successful in the majority of cases that they were

used in almost every assessment of oil and gas reserves for the

previous 50 years.

In the last two decades, there have been large advances in

the theory of the electrical properties of rocks; advances thanks

to researchers such as André Revil, Steve Pride, and David

Lockner. We now have theoretical tools to predict the electrical

behavior of a rock in the DC regime, and at last, progress is

being made in the development of theory in the AC regime. We

have methods that enable the surface charge on minerals and

the resulting surface conduction to be calculated, as well as a

theoretical method for calculating the zeta potential. Progress

in electrokinetics in both the steady-state and the frequency-

dependent regimes allows us to measure and to predict the

streaming potential coefficient.

Applications of the electrical and electrokinetic properties

of rocks are to be found in many areas of geophysics well

outside the traditional application in hydrocarbon explora-

tion. Within the oil and gas industry, the era of large simple

reservoirs is long over. Now, reserves are to be found in many,

small, heterogeneous, anisotropic, difficult, and unconven-

tional reservoirs. The analysis of these reservoirs will require

the new sophisticated theoretical methods as well as the fully

trained petrophysicists to use them.

11.04.7.2 Current Challenges and Future Directions

Two competing ideas can be applied to most natural sciences.

The first is that any deep scientific truth will be simple and

elegant. That may work well in particle physics, but such pro-

found patterns and symmetries are difficult to see in the appli-

cation of physics to natural materials. It is as if the nice bright

shiny theories of Faraday and Maxwell are stained, dirtied, and

rather well camouflaged by Mother Nature.

The second idea stems from this realization. It is that the

Earth and its constituents are complex, and hence, their physics

will be complex. It is worth realizing that the biggest challenge

involving geomaterials is the complexity of their micro-

structure. This microstructure defines the physical properties

of the material by acting as incredibly convoluted boundary

conditions to the solution of constituent relationships,

whether they are electrical, elastic wave, or thermal.

Advances in the speed of computers and the efficacy of

programs designed to handle large datasets have started to

enable us to untangle the complicated responses of complex
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Figure 29 The electrokinetic transition frequency as a function of the inverse square characteristic pore size. Blue symbols, previous data for capillary
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geomaterials and will continue to do so. The untangling of the

effects of microstructure may not have the appeal of other

research challenges, yet I believe that it is the biggest challenge

in petrophysics.

Plenty of challenges remain. Most are related to micro-

structure. The most pressing challenges are as follows:

(i) To set up a fundamental theoretical framework for the

frequency-dependent electrical properties of rocks that

does not depend upon standard dispersion mechanisms

and that is compatible with a zero frequency solution.

(ii) To ensure that all rock physical properties are viewed in

terms of the way that they couple to other properties. Elec-

trical properties couple to hydraulic, elastic wave, chemical,

thermal, and magnetic properties, among others.

(iii) To improve the ability to make high-quality measure-

ments, especially the extension of the ranges of frequency

for which measurements can usefully be made.

(iv) To combine new experimental techniques with high res-

olutions, such as combining x-ray computed micro-

tomography (mCT) with advanced modeling techniques

to solve locally valid equations for the electrical properties

of rocks, and to compare the results with existing empir-

ical, quasiempirical, and effective medium models that

are currently used.

(v) To ensure that all theory, measurements, and modeling

are immediately and effectively applied to practical chal-

lenges with socioeconomic impact.

(vi) In the future, hydrocarbon reservoirs will be increasingly

heterogeneous and anisotropic and smaller. The challenge

will be to develop simple and effective methods for charac-

terizing andmanaging production from these smallermore

complex reservoirs while increasing the automation of the

process. Geoelectric properties will have a part to play.
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